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he community of scholars which makes up higher education
sconSiSrts primriIy of students who seek knowledge and teachers who

knowledge, and it may he assumed that good teachers are an
eSSeiitiatingredient for producing good students.

SREB research :has indicated that faculty evaluation programs of
;college and universities, by and large, are conducted to

rove 'the effectiveness:of-Their faletilties. It has also shown, however,
t..inany evaluation programs emphasize decision making about

T -rentôn, tenure, advancement and termination of staff, while largely
neglecting theltwidely espoused formative or developmental 'objectives

'aimed at:improvement of faculty effectiveness.
This publication reviews recent SREB studies which document these

and related conclusions and looks toward institutional and regional
'programs which .ca be organized for contributing to the resolution of

, the apparent contrast in objectives and outcomes of faculty evaluation.
In a word, the Board is concerned that faculty evaluation at: colleges-

.
- and universities be organizedand operated for maximum enhanc'ement

of the student learning environment which faculty can provide. How
this can be accomplished remains a major problem in the path toward
quality education..

This report presents the initial conclusions -,of a Task Force on
Faculty Evaluation and Institutional Reward Structures convened as
part of SREB's Undergraduate Education Reform project and a
summary of SREB's latest research efforts in this area. It is published
with joint support from the Carnegie Corporation and the Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education, in connection with a
two-year SREB effort for "improving programs, personnel and
instruction through systematic faculty evaluation" in the region,
beginning in 1977.
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A Regional Review
of Faculty /Evaluation

0

valuating faculty performance for purposes of promotion,
tenure and salary increases is of singular importance today because of
leveling and declining student enrollments, lack of faculty mobility and
increasing financial pressures on institutions. It is vital' that evaluation
procedures be suitable for helping faculty improve their performance
and that the relationship between faculty evaluation and development,
institutional goals and the institutional reward structure he recognized.

As part cipf the SREB Undergraduate Education Reform Project,
which is supported by a grant from the Carnegie Corporation, a Task
Force was formed to- consider ways for institutions 'to improve their
evaluation of faculty in order to assist faculty enhance the quality of
their work. These seven persons, who have agreed to work together over
a three-year period, represent public and private higher education and

, several types of institutions.
As a starting point, this group spent its first ca assisting the SREB

staff analyze procedures used by institutions to judge faculty
effectiveness, drawing conclusions about those procedures a id arriving
at .a set of recommendations addressed to institutions willing Co
consider changing their evaluation systems.

What follows is a summary of the deliberations of the SREB Task
Force on Faculty Evaluation and Institutional Reward Structures
during 1976-77.

4

Rationale for Evaluation

The desire to achieve equity making administrative decisions about
faculty has been a major stimulus for increased faculty assessment
activities in U.S. colleges and universities in the 1970's. An examination
of the assessment instruments and' procedures, sometiries quite
elaborate, which are used by some institutions indicate:, proOess
toward attaining this goal.

1
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Equal progress toward assessing individugi faculty contributions in
improving the quality of student intellectual and moral growth has not
been achieved, however. Yet improvement in the quality of the college
experience, and hence improvement in the quality of life generally, may
be the chief challenge and opportunity facing the Americaninstitution
of higher learning in the remainder of this century. Institutions must
find a reliable way to assess faculty contributions to student grov:th,in
knowledge, basic skills, depth of understanding, discriminating ability,
motivation, expanding interests and breadth of awareness if' the
undergraduate years are to be truly adventures of the mind for most
students. Such student growth is facilitated by the continuing corkcem
and growing ability of the faculty to stimulate and assist in this
expanded intellectual development. Current faculty assessment efforts
do not seem to be designed, or used, .to provide an effective means of
faculty self-assessment and/or self-improvement in trying to meet this
enormous cliallimgc, yet faculty competence seems to have a significant
impact student achievement.

Efforts to assess faculty achievements in re,parch and in
contributions to institutional and community improvement seem more
nearly adequate, although institution'al, approaches to ev aluathwthe
quality and significance of research may not.be completely satisfactory.
It is clear that the quality of life has been and will continue to be
positive!, affected by the contributions to applied research which
universities have made. Two of the big Challenges to future university
research are ways to prbtect and improve the environment and
acceptable ways to meet the energy needs of a sophisticated
technological society. Therefore, universities must continue to promote
and to assess, continual improvement in research and the disseminati,
of its results.

The expansion of community colleges has greatly enlarged the scope
of ptiblic service contributions which institutions of higher education
are able to make, however, assessment' and development of faculty
efforts may need further refinement to *mit meaningful evaluation of
this aspect of institutional responsibility.

In summary, the main purposes of a faculty evaluation program are
to make possible equitable administrative decisions affecting faculty
status, to assure growth in the ability of.the faculty to contribute to the
intellectual, aesthetic and moral achievement, of students (and hence to
improvement in the quality of life), to promote expansion of the scope
and quality of basic and applied faculty reserch, and to keep alive a
sensitivity to the needs of the local, state, and national commt4ty.
good faculty evaluation and development program, in other word,, can
help a College or a university to remain dynamic and useful to the
societyof which it is a part.
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Conclusions about Evaluation
Basffl on a review of the information collected and analyzed by

SREB, aS well as their own collective experiences in the area of
evaluation, the Task Force members reached a number of conclusions
about the ctirrent state of faculty evaluation in the Southern' region.

In developlbg and operating any system of evaluation, astute and
sensitive leadership is an essential ingredient. The appropriate leadership
can come from administrative ranks or from faculty ranks, but it is

most ,degirable that it develop in both areas. In addition to eiThancing
the quality of leadership, involving general faculty early in the
develOpment of a program and often in its operation makes a system

. for evaluating faculty stronger and more acceptable participant's.
For any program to be successful, the purposes for which it is

established' and operated must be clearly and publicly stated. This
principle especially applies to fatality evaluation programs. Institutions
enter into evaluation programs for a variety of purposes, although they
usually seem to be initiated in response to some specific need that has
arisen. All too often the impetus for the, sy'Stem is not clearly
recognized or articulated, and frequently the real reasons for evaluation
are hidden under other publicly announced purposes. Seldom do
institutions kfentify broader and long-range purposes for establishing an
evaluation pro..cdure. Programs now in operation serve 'Varied and
sometimes multiple purposes which include. making .decisions al :nit
salary, promotion and tenure of faculty , instructional deelopnient and
improvement: and instatutonal development, presumably through the

'collective improvement of the faculty.
In relation to stated objectives for evaluation and desirable goals for

such prOgrairis, several general deficiencies have been 'observed by the
Task Force. Two areas of faculty work which are generally regarded as'
important to the institution are given low status and little emiihasis
most faculty evaluation programs academic athising and servtie.
Likewise, no evaluation 1.roilfrain examined indicates the existence of-
specific approaches for judging the administrative and knstitutional
set vicek, activities %%1110 make up a large portion of the job of many
faculty members. And most striking, It also has been noted that faculty
evaluation programs generally u.,c techniques '. ith no demonstrated
vabdity for measuring progress and success in the area of student
learning, even though the area,of instruction is reported to be of highest
priority for evaluation.

Om. of the greatest problems in establishing, operating. and especially
describing for others, a plogiam of e.duation relates to language. The

C.
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most commonly used terms raising semantic problems are: a) compre-
hensive, b) equitable, c) syttematic evaluationsubjective and.objective,
td) summative and 'formative evaluation, e) assessment, f) measur'ment,
and 'g) faculty development. These terms are frequently found to be

. included in functioning programs and too oiler seem toohave special
definitions in particular settingg.

An evaluation system must be designed to suit the particular
Institution in which it will function.. In other words, it should be,
tailor-made for the institution by those who will be involved in it. One
institution"' cannot adopt a system from another institution, although
some -successful components might be appropriately 'adapted' if, they
relate to the purp'yses and desired outcomes of tut, institutional
program. One of the chief reasKs a system cannot be transferred from

. one institution to another, aside from the fact that it may not be
feasible to do so, s that no system. remains static once designed and
approved, but, continues to evolve to suit changing needs and times.
This is a desirable condition and should be both expected and
encouraged.

'One of the reason's for greater attention to the ways in which filculty
- are evaluated is the- desirability for more open approaches that are -

, clearly fair to all involved. Programs vary greatly in the extent to which
procedures, criteria, and standards are made explicit for all of the
various areas being judged. For some areas theie is -a great deal of;.
information about how data are to he collected, abodt what is to be

considered, and who will be involved in judging. For ether areas in the
same system, frequently little or no information is provided, indicating
the need for equal explicitness acrqss all areas to he evaluated.
However, lin examining the need for spelling out what is to be judged
and by whom, institutions should be aw ale that there is a tendency to
place meat emphasis on examining qt.,. +ity items When there should be
equal emphasis on examining indicators of qidity.

In reviewing currently operating evaluation programs, it is clear thaC
the- most organized Nike a greater emphasis on procedures than on
other elements of the'system. This is not surprising since procedural
steps obviously are easier to develop than are clearly delineated and
stated purposes, criteria and standards. It is also true that if
overemphasized, procedures can become so complex that they may
subordinate reasons for the system's existence and overshadow other
elements of the pcogram. ,

Not all aspects cf an evaluation system can consist of totally
objective measurem( At: llany Aspects legitimately rely on subjective
views and professional judgments. ideqily based on specific criteria°.
Systems with components that seem lc! be working well use a multiple
set of sources for gathering data to be so judged.

The Task Force sees little evdem:e that institutions have been able to .

specify the overall value of having an evaluation program, even though
there seem to be values whicn tnn be identified. In spite of the belief of
many institutions that faculty evaluation programs will stimulate

4
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improvement, there is little or no indication that the data are so thed.
Likewise, no information has been found to indicate that a system of
evaluation, by stimulating faculty improvement. tititll h,i,e a positive
effect on student grow th- un.implied assumption of many i rogfams.

In the absence of .research and study to indicate specific and

verifiable outcomes, there is the possibiltty, ho.v.ever, that the

institutional ambiance. or climate which may emerge from
systematic, comprehensive. equitable" evaluation program. ii d even

from informal understandings about its purpmes, can lead' irdividual
faculty to seek opportunities for enhanc nmg tier grow th, competence,
and general well-being.

It is clear that in recent years institutions of higher education have
enlarged their efforts toward effective faculty evaluation and

development, but this area of educational endeavor remains a frontier
inviting more effective exploration and expenmenhuon. especially in
the area of judgiNg improved teaching and learning.

1=L1MIfammi.
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Recommendations

The ,Slt Eli Task Force on fiiculty evaluation, after review of the
current state of the art of mstuutional evaluation of faculty. offers
several recommendatiOns for institutions ready to beam or revise a

'system for evaluating. faculty.

The Task Force recommends that:

The purposes of a faculty evaluation program be comprehensii.re,

!early articulated and publicly stated.

Faculty members and' administrators be involved in determining

comprehensive purposes and be committed to using the results of

evaluation for meeting' all purpose's, including those that relate to

faculty growth and instructional improvement.

5 0
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TroCedureT employed in the program's operation
-td-achieve the stated purposes.

be suitable

Faculty members be involved in developing the program and
continually in its operation and in ways that will stimulate and enhance

strong and astute faculty leadership.

the evaluation of faculty be part of a larger system which
on administrators, chairpersons, and other staff, and be
reflect local circumstances, both inside the institution
supporting environment.

also focus4\
designed to

and in its

The system be designed to include a feedback mechanism for regular
review through which the
experience.

system can evolve and

Appropriate flexibility be built into the evaluation system, with
, provisions for differentiated criteria to serve varying professional roles

of faculty and for differentiated criteria to be red in judging varying
approaches to instruction.

6
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Activity areas such as advising, public and institutional service,
personal attributes, administrative involvement and others which are

frequently considered in evaluation, be explicitly identified if they are

to be included as part of the system.

A system for evaluation -iiIcludeTpit-v-groTibtot-coll-ecting data from
many sources and recommen4tions from multiple participants, since
decisions made even in the most carefully conceived systems 'of
evaluation will still largely depend upon a collection of subjective

judgments.

Evaluation systems place emphasis on improving ways of assessing
student learning and growth as a means of determining instructional

effectiveness,

Evaluation programs be designed and data collected which can be used

. to further faculty growth.

7
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Section 1

currei*Faculty
Evaluation Practices
in the gouth

egeq and universities evaluate their faculties. They all
hire, promote, terminate and, froni time` .to time, prove e rewards:
therefore, they all necessarily make evaluative judgments. At some
institutions, evaluation procedures are formally established, regularized
and dearly communicated ld all concerned. At other institutions,
practices are so informal they are almost indiscernible, even within the
institutions 'themselves.

There are increasing institutional concerns about ways to effectively
judge faculty performance,-and there is a need for more information
and for assistance on this subject. For these reasons. the Southern
Regional Education Board (SREB), over the past several years, has
studied faculty evaluation praettces in,institutions in the 1 I states it
serves. The study has had two major componmits: a survey
questionnaire directed to all 843 postsecondary institutions in the
region in 1975, and a number of_in7depth case studies of individual
faculty evaluation programs during 1976-77.

From the survey 536 institutions submitted usable responses to the
questionnaires, representing an overall response rate of 63.6 percent.
The respo-nse rate ranged from 80.5 percent of the doctoral level

institutions to 58.5 percent of the two-year institutions. The
questionnaires were completed by institutional administrators,
pnmarily academic vice presidents, although presidents and provosts
also completed a substantial number.

institutions were chosen for the in-depth case studies on the basis of
survey responses indicating operation of a systematic approach to
overall faculty evaluation. Case studies were develdped from detailed
interviews with persons at all levels of the evaluation process
presidents, deans, department chairpersons, faculty members. In
addition to the visits for formal case study, a r umber of more informal
visits to a variety of institutions \sere rude to learn about faculty
evaluation practices.

These studies have shown dial in the Southern region many
institutions are making serious efforts to develop sound and systematic
evaluation practices to ibhUn' fair and appropriate personnel decisions
and to provide assistance to faculty for de\ elopment and improvement.

11



The study shows that Southern institutions use a great diversity of
approaches to faculty evaluation. It also shows unevenness in the
validity of practices used, in tha effectiveness of some programs in
achieving their purposes, and in the consequences various evaluation
practices have on institutions using them.

The purpose of this section of the report is to provide an overview of
the" characteristics of faculty evaluation practices in the South by
Summarizing the results of these_studies and to discuss observable
consaitrenecs of current-praetie

acteristics of Current Practices

1. Detailed and systematic evaluation practices are most liAely to exist
in large, doctoral level institutions.

Detailed and systematic procedures which specify criteria and
standards, use multiple sources of evidence, require examination of
evidence through institution-wide procedures, and include avenues of
appeal are most likely to exist at doctoral level institution4. The
master's and bachelor's level and two-year colleges generally tend to
have more informal faculty evaluation procedures. not systematically
communicated within the institutithis, One reason may most
non-doctoral level institutions , have riot felt the same legal
pressuresinstitutional or otherwisewhich have cause(' the .large
institutions to move toward more formal programs. But pressures for
due process and fair and systematic practices seem to be increasing at
all institutional levels.

On the whole, few nor- doctoral level institutions seem to have
moved toward very formal systematic programs of evaluation. Many
colleges tend to use fairly informal procklures which are not very well
'communicated, probably as a result of the traditions of collegiality
associated with many of these institutions. However, one newer more
formal approach to a coTribirration of- -faculty evaluation and
developm,ent is the "grow th contract" being developed primarily at
private libtral arts Lollegt with a few examples at community colleges
and in at. least one expenrnental college which is part of a major public
university.

Two-year colleges also have generally maintained fairly informal
procedUres, but a number are movii,g toward newer types of formal
systems. Several two-year colleges and one state-wide community
college system are considering a `'Management by Objectives" approach
to evaluation and development, while another statewide community
college system is designing a competency-based approach to faculty
evaluation.

12
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2. Faculty evaluation tends most often to be used as a basis for
personnel- decisions and for management purplses rather than for
faculty development and improvement.

Both the survey and the case studies conducted by SIt:13 confirm
today's widely held belief that faculty evaluation has two primary
purposes: providing data with which to make decisions regarding
tenure, promotion, and salary increases; and providing information on
which faculty -development and improvement can he based (called
"su:nmative"-and "formatit. " etaluation, respectively, M much of the
current literature). A majority (54 percent) of the total respondents to
the survey questionnaire stated that the main purpose of faculty
evaluation is "to provide a_basis for general faculty development and
improvement." Slightly less than a majority (46'percent) reported the
primary purpose is "to provide each 'faculty member with diagnostic
information concerning his instructional behavior and effectiveness."
Only 36 percent said- their evaluation proceaurs_lre lied mostly "to
provide information needed in making decisions on salary, promotion
and tenure," Indeed, 0 percent of the respondent., did not rank the

Table

Percentage of Institutions Assigning First Rank to Respective
Reasons for E aluation 1) Institutional Level

Reasons for Evaluation

>rcentage of Institutions Assigning First Rank2

All
Institutions Doctoral Master's Bachelor)"rwo-Year

Information for making
personnel decisions 62 ; 5(1"; 11'; 18":-

A basis to genelal lactilt%
de\ elopincrit and ini
proeinent 11 10 "16 66

Prot ide each instructor
ttilUn diagnostic intorina
lion on teaching Tatee
iieness 16 ) i7 53

..1s4,tire equit emplui
meat practices 1

It esearch data 1 U U 1
9

I Tins and the ot11:4--4-r4-4,,ti-..tiLti,i-P, tn,11 appeared in Boyd and
Schietinget 119761

_

:Columns mat, total more than lito beeatc,e re'pondents were allowed to assign a
s nett rata. to Mine than one choice

13
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summative purpose as being either first or second in importance. The
survey results are somewhat different, however, when viewed by
institutional type, as Table Lshows.

Table 1 makes-7R clear that the administrators who completed the
questionnaires considered the summative function of the evaluation
most important in the doctoral level institutions, the formative
function most important in the bachelor's and two-year institutions,
and a more-or-less even split between the two in themaster!sievel.
institutions. A mere 18 Orcent of the two-year institutions consider-,,- the-summative purpose most important.

Whilë' a majonty of all survey respondents stated that -promoting
faculty development and improvement is he primary reason for
evaluation, few examples of institutions that i fact.use the results of
evaluation for that purpose could be found in the cases studied or in
the informal institutional visits. Fewest examples'" were found iri the
bachelor's level and two-year institutions, which claim faculty

--develoPinentarid improvement Rs- the-mainpurpose-ef-t,h, -evaluati-on
r aeliTe-s70f these two types of institutions, two-year institutions are

more likely to have programs that serve these purposes than, are
bachelor's level institutions. Campus faculty development centers are
most likely to appear in the doctoral and master's level institUtions,
where administrators state that the primary purpose of evaluation
programs is for making personnel decisions. It should be noted',
however, that faculty development centers at these institutions are not
part of evaluation programs, and they neither have access to,data nor
opportunity to make use of the data that evaluation generates. It
should be noted also that, while a majority of administratOrs who
completed tpe survey qu'estionnaire stated that the primary purpose
was providing a basis for faculty development and improvement, most
faculty interviewed in the case studies stated they thought the primary
purpose was providing data for personnel decision. These results
suggest a lack of clarity in evaluation objectives,

--Itseems clear that, while many- may think the results of -facidty-
elialuation programs should be used as a basis for faculty development
'ad improvement, the results are used instead primarily for making
personnel decisions. Little evidence could be found that , current

practices do promote development and improvement or that
they_includespecific procecthres likely to have that effect. It is possible
therefore to conclude tha't if the primary purpose of current faculty
evaluation., practices is to promote faculty development and
improvement, then that purpose is poorly communicated and seldom
achieved. While specific procedures ,for promoting development and
improve4aeht rarely exist, procedures for using data for personnel
decisions are more common. Persons in some institutions believe that
these summative procedures also often have formative effects. It is
thought by some, for example, that when faculty become aware that
certain activitiescare being examined closely for purposes of personnel
decisions, they try to improve performance in these areas. Some

14
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a minis rators in doctoral level institutions state they have observed
in publications.

,Some---institutions gather data on faculty performance and simply
return it directly and zolely to the individual faculty members. Little
evidence could be found, however, that this practice resulted in
development and improvement. Through the case studies it was found
that when this practice was followed, rarely did any discussion
concerning the evaluation results take place even among faculty, less
with'adniinisfrators:--

**urines there is difficulty in distinguishing clearly between
sumir4fiVe and formative -e.s..Laluation. Persons active in faculty

Aeveropment Us e the two terms pt: and usually think_afthem as
_leading to_saparate acitivities. "Formative e ion" is considered to

be evaluation that can be Ilk& to guide a set of acti cifically
designed to assist a faculty member with development and
;:nprovernent. "Summative evaluation" is thought of as a process which
can provide information for making personnel decisions uhrelated to
'helping faculty members change or improve. Irilhe institutions-studied;

_liowever, it was clear that_ this use of these terms is not universal.
Administrators in a number of doctoral and-mast-WS le3.-61 institutions
interpreVthe,Personnel decision making processitielf as resulting
ideally iii".vtirall -faculty improyement. One such aaininiWatot Stated
the ovgrall-objective of this university's evaluation program this way:
... to improve., the professional competence and performance of the

improvementin the quality of individuals
retained and dismissal of those judged to be below the institution's
standards." For this administrator andothers, summative and formative

,weyalualion are in reality one. A properly administered summative
ocess is thought to improve the overall quality of the total faculty by

Identifying, rewarding and promoting the top performers; while
terminating low performers. This use of the terminology may explain
why a high number of survey resPondents,stated that their purpose was
facultkdevelopment and impiovement. At any rate, the number of
institutions with formal faculty development programs is much smaller
than the nutnber stating that general faculty development and
improvement is the main purpose of their faculty evaluation activities.

The ,case studies revealed that faculty evaluation programs also are
used by some institutions to serve a management function. At these

institutions 7-each -department's work iOad is divided among the
department's faculty at the beginning of each year, and then each
faculty member's work distribution ,agreement identifies the evaluation
areas and the criteria for his or her evaluation. Admingtrators in these
institutions state that this practice allows them to ensure that all the
department's responsibilities are covered, that the work load is divided
equally and fairly, that faculty know clearly what their responsibilities
are and precisely on what activities they will be judged. This practice
also seems to provide a degree of iidividualization of faculty
evaluation.

.4-
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-a-Eaculty evaluation practices Usually are initiated and carried out by

administrators;withlit tic faculty involvement.
Evaluation is by nature a threatening activity, so it should comeas no

surprise that faculty rarely take the initiative in organizing faculty
evaluation programs. But what may be surprising is that, after programs
are _initiated, faculty rarely play a substantial role in the functioaing of
a-program--

, The survey results demonstrate conchisively that the academic dean
and department chairman are the :wo most important officials in any
faculty development program, wilt thir for formative or summative
purposes. Table 2 shows thu... r ammative decisions, the academic
dean is the principal decision maker in master's, bachelor's and
twoyear institutions, and department chairmen are the principal
-decision -makers in doctoral_ level institutions. Table 2 shows also -that
faculty members individually, and faculty committees, are more likely
to participate in the evaluation process in doctoral level institutions

\than elsewhere. However, only 13 percent of the doctoral level

Table 2

Assignment of Principal Evaluation Responsibility for Decisions on
Salary, Promotion and Tenure, by Institutional Type, Percentages

Responsible Person(s)

Department Chairman

Academic' Dean or
Vice pLesident

Facility COimmittee

President..or Provost

ColleagUes

Peers (other(other
institutions)

Students
Others*

o Response.

Percentages Reporting Respective
Sources as Principal

r

Doctoral" Niter's BacheldM 'T.Ko-Y ear

36.7% 30.6% 24 1% 27.8%'

30.4 32.0 -39.6 35.7- .s.,

13.3 8.1 9.3 1.7

4.4 7.6 12.2 11.7

3.3 2.2 0.3 0.0

2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

1.3 1.9 1.3 2.5

0.4 11 1.2 0.8

N ° 8.0 16.7 12.0 20.1

*Including alumni, joint student:faculty irotips, self.
-..
4.' . .

.` ' '....
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institu ions assign laculty_committees a major role. It.awas found in the
---case -study institutions that faculty are used iiii'doctoral level

institutions primarily to in-ake judgments on the quality of_research
publications, which can explain why faculty do not have majocroles
outside thel doctoral level institutions. It also is of interest to note in
*Table 2 that students are more likely to be assigned a major role in the
-two -year institutions than in others, Indeed, students are assigned a
,greater role in ithese institutions than are either individual faculty or
-faCtiliy :corrim,iftees.

When ;the focus shifts from summative to formative evaluation
(Table 3), similar results are' shown although faculty committees play
an even smaller role. The major difference between Table 3 and Table 2
is that students are assigned a greater role in formative than in
stittimative evaluation. In other words, student ratings of instruction are
used more often for development and improvement than for personnel
decisions. This may also suggest that student ratings of instruction are
the only developmental activity taking place at some institutions.

Table 3

Assignment of Principal Evaluation Responsibility for Faculty
Developme-it, by Institutional Types, Percentages

Source of Principal
Responsibility

Percentages Reporting Respective
Sources as Principal

Doctoral Master's Bachelor's TwoYear

Department Chaidrian 35.57, 36.3% 26.0% 30.1%

Academic Dean or
Vice President , 18.7 25.3 32.8 36.9

Students 13.9 9.8 t 12.9 12.5

Faculty Committee 5.1 3.9 1.8 0.8

Self 4.4 4.7 3.4 3.7

President or Provost 4.0 I:9 2.7 0.6

Colleagues 2.0 2.0 2.6 0.6

Others* 3.1 1 3 1.9- 1.4

No Response 13.3 14 8 16.0 13.4

*Including alumni, Joint student-faculty groups, peers from other institutions.
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The overTvlielMing importance of the roles of academic deansand
department cha'rnien raises two concerns: (1) Should the faculty itself
have a greater role in the evaluation process? and (2) Are the academic
deans :and department chairme.t prepared to carry out this important
responsibility? The case studies suggest that institutions which assign a
greater role to faculty in the evaluation process tend to have higher
factiltY morale and greater faculty acceptance of evaluation and its
results than institutions which do not include as much faculty
participation. A common complaint of top administrators interviewed

-forthe case-studies was that department chairmen do not play their
roles in the evaluation process properly. A \number of academic deans
and department chairmen interviewed in the institutions studied
indicated the need for tra;aing, especially in using evaluation for
developmental purposes. Some deans and chairmen seem to find
assisting individual faculty with development and improvement a
difficult and awkward rote for which they have tittle training, or
perhaps understanding. While some institutions have developed special
offices with staffs to servethis role, budget restrictions have prevented
the establishment of such offices in a large number of institutions.

4. Administrators say that instruction is the most important evaluation
area at their institutions, but, in fact, procedures for evaluating
instruction are generally poorly developed.

Respondents to the survey were asked to indicate th,e relative
importance of nine, evaluation areas in making personnel decisions at
their institutions. Table 1 shows the results of this ranking process.
"Instructional activities" (defined as including classroom teaching,
laboratory suneivision, thesis direction, and course preparation) were
rartked the most heavily weighted. area for overall faculty evaluation in
all, types of institutions. Respondents were permitted to assign a given
rank to more than one area if several areas were equally important, and
some doctoral level institutions ranked instruction equal in importance
to research and publication. Each category of institutions, taken as a
group, ranked instruction above everything else, however."The survey

- results show conclu 4vely that administrators consider instruction the
most important activity for evaluation in all of the responding
institutions.

ra But while administrators reported in the survey that instruction is,
tilt most important area for faculty evaluation, it was found in the case
studies that proc&I,pres for evaltiating instruction are not as well
developed as are procedures in other areas, particularly research and

..publieation. It may be that administrators feel insLuctiqn should be the
most .mportant area both for faculty activity and for faculty evaluation
but this attitude has not yet been transfated into practice.
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Table 4 Jew

Rank Order of Evaluation Areas Considered in Evaluat ion
for Advancement, by Type of Institution

}Link Order of Evaluation Areas

All
-Evaluation Institu- Doc. Dias- Bache Two-_ Below Above,

Area tions toral ter lor's Year 5,000 5;00:6t.

Instructional
AcLivities 1 1 -1-- 1 1

Student Advising --, 2 ---4 2 9 2 2
Administrative

..

Activities 3 5 3 4 2 3 3

Personal .

Attributes 4 6 5 3 4 4 6 :

Research .. Z1 2 4 5 7 5 2

Publications 6 3 6 6 9 7 5 .

Activity in Profes-
sional Societies 6 7 7 6 5 6 7

Public Service .8 8 8 8 8 9 7

Civic Activities 8- 9 9 8' 5 8 9 -7

5. Data or evidence on which judgments are made, particularly in
evaluating- instruction; are not gathered systematically-or consistently,.

The survey results demonstrate that not only are administrators the
main decision makers in current faculty evaluation practices, they also
are the main sources of information for these evaluations. Table 5
shows sources of information for use in faculty evaluation. Tables 6 and
7 provide the same information at eort.i.ng to the purpose of evaluation;
Table 6 is concerned Avith summative -evaluation, Tablp 7 with
formative evaluation. .

Table 5 shows that tthe three most frequently used sources of
infor,mation are the academic vice president or dean, the department
chairman and students. Department chairmen are the single most
frequent source of information in doctoral and master's level
institutions, an I the academic vice president.or dean is most often used
in bachelor's level attic two-year institutions: 'Fables 6 and 7 show the
dominance _ academic _vice president and_ the_department
chairman, regardless of the purpose of evaluation.
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Table 5

Sources of Information for Overall Use byControl, Type, and .Enrollment,
Percentage Utilizing

- I Control Type of Institution Enrollment

a.

Onice of Information kubjle Private
Doc-
toral

Mas-
ter's

Bache v Two-
ior's Year

Below 1,000.
1,000 5,000

Above
5,000

-C-ailernic_Dean or V.P: 88% .14-1%_ 84% 83% 96% 93% 92% 92% 84%

aril) 13 20 18 .999 23 - 16 '13
`Colleagues 45 43 '65 50 8 32 38 42 61

9-5 ---t-7. 1W-e hairman- --94---:-... 84 93 92 92 87 78 95 100

iF*Airl:ty Committee 37 43 69 58 41 17 3S 34 53

Rint Co Itnmittee
ffaculty/student) 11 9 1:, 7 10 9 S 10 15

. -.:-.

:POrs_(other institutions) 9 9 35 7 5 4 5 7 23

' SPresident Or Provost 43 53 39 48 57 51 46 '

elf-Evaluation 63 46 .16 53 52 Fit 55 65
-

.Students 88 88 84 87 87 91 88 91 82

It seems significan t to note as shown in T ables 6 and 7 that students
are used inure often as sources of information for formative than for
summatike purposes. Few er than half of the responding institutions
report that they use information from students for making personnel
decisions, but 88 percent of the respondents repOrt using students as
sources of information for overall use although we do not know
precisely how their opinions are used or to what extent they are "clued.
An analysis of the case studies showed that few institutions include
students -as sources in a way that results in reliable, consistent, or
comparable data. i\lany institutions employ forms for student
evaluation of instrction, but not systt.matiially. In a surprising number
of cases, students seem to be used in a casual and sometimes even
gossipy' way as ;mimes of information. .\ large i.umber of department
or division (min:NI seem to rely heavily on informal student
comments or complaints as valiJ sources of information about teaching
quality.

Many chairmen and deans also tend to rely heavily, on informal
comments from fi-a ulty colleagues. The case study results indicate that
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Table 6
.

Use of Sources for Decisions on Reappointment,
'Promotion and Tenure by Various Degree-Type institutions

Percentage Use by Level

Source of Information - Doctoral Master's Bachelor's Two-Year

Ma lemic Dean or V.P. 81% 79% 90% 75%

Alumni 0 .7 8 2 .,

Colleagues 54 40 '32 13

Department Chairman 86 86 4---t.- .88 73

Faculty Committee 61 50 .."-- 35 12

Joint Committee
(faculty/student) 11 2

,

3

...

4

Peers (other .
institutions) 32 4 1 2

President or Provost' 38 6 56 36

SelfEvaluation 32 38 32 32

Students '' '`'. 47 51' 46 41

Table 7

Use of Sources of Information for Faculty Development by
Institutional Level, ,Percentage Utilizing

Source of Information

Percentage Use Level

Doctoral Master's Baehelor's Two-Year

....
.

Academic Dean or V.P. 59% 75% 88%. 86t

cAlumni 15 12 16 12

Colleagues 43 39 35 27

Department Chairman 82 85 84 82

Faculty Committee 41 34 -) 24 10

Joint Committee
(faculty/student) 11 7 7 7

Peers (otlier
institutions) 14 2 5 2

President or Provost 27 36 45 32

v Self-Evaluation 39 47 45 61

Students 72 75' 79 84
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Chairmen and deans who do rely on these informal comments are for
the most part frustrated over the inadequacy of these sources, although
a few thought they were quite adequate and accurate. Those who
expressed frustration felt that any systematic information gathering
about instruction would be resisted by their faculties.

Nevertheless, some institutions do gather syster-riatk and reliable
information, about instructional effectiveness. Some use student
evaluation forms, student committees to evaiaate instruction, formal
colleague classroom visitation and reporting, or formal examination of

'teaching,_ materials. In addition, `there are departments which have
appointed interdepartmental committees to make fol-mal evaluations of
instruction for the department chairman to use in making
recommendations.

One effective and unusual use of students as a source of information
was found at a doctoral level institution and in a professional school.
Student committees appointed at the depi-tmental level conduct a. .thorough investigation of teaching effectiveness and write a detailed
report, of their findings.. in the doctoral level institution the committee
consists of both graduate and Undergraduate students. That committee
conducts ,rimdbm-Interviews with students and other instructors;
examines teaching 'materials, including examinations, and interviews the
instructor..Several departmpit chairmen called These reporLs the best
sources of inforrhation ever received.

The general absence of pliable or systematic evidence is a crucial
factor in the deliberations of the department or division ,,,hairman or
.he dean becaustut.,is at these levels that the eviden.:cris first considered
and the quality of performance initially designated. The chairman or
-lean n ©t only initiates the, evaluation process but, also makes the
original qualitative jedginiAtt In the evaluation steps that follow, the
evaluators see primarily what the chairman has said, rather than the raw
data, if *here were any . When there is no sy stematic information for the
chinnan to use, he left to his on devices.,Thus, many evaluation
systems that appear to be objective actually begin with a judgment
based on little evidence. As that value' judgment goes up the
institutional ladder, it is treated increasingly as if it were nn objective
assessment, and at the end of the process the deterrninations made by
the. chairman often are used as if they were entirely reliable and
accurate data.

The ease studies demonstrated that, with regard to evaluating
instruction, department and division chairmen often tend to give the
benefit of the doubt to the instructor and give him or her an adequate;
rating unless some overwhelming evidence to the'contrary Has one to
their attention. In short, in many evaluation systems, instruction is
presumed to be satssfactory unless shown otherwise. As several
administrators pointed out in the interviews, the. . :c''It is.aat most
teaching evaluation does identify the very unsatisfactory performers,
but does not indicate which instructors belong in various categories
above the merely satisfactu?y.
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The gathering of information on performance in the research and
_publicatiop area seems to be much more thorough and reliable than iris
other evaluation areas. Of _course publications can easily be counted.
but there also are effective ways of judging quality- ii the research and
publication area which make use of in the same
institution,and of peers at (Aber instit, ions. Also, various journals are
judged by their different iivutatons for quality, and' other sources,
such as citation indexes, are used widely in doctoral leVel institutions.

For areas other than those of instruction, research and publication,
the gathering of data °or evidence on %%Inch to judge performance levels
is less thorough and not as sophisticated. InfaaWiliStitiftions gather

A any data at all on performance in areas such as student advisihg,
administyatiVe activities, or personal attributes. There are examples of
institutions which use data gathering forins in the areas of student

-,advising and administrative activities but, for the' most part,
information on faculty .performance in these areas remains very
informal.

6. Current faculty evaluation practices t'nd to concentrate on
individual components , ol. separate- procedures rather than on
comprehensive approaches.

It was found in the case studies that almost all institutions use one or
more individual componen

I
of faculty evaluation. but that few have

develOped a total compreh nsive program. Faculty evaluation remains
informal at many institution . DoCtoral level institutions are-most likely
to have an elaborate proved ire for Making decisions, but many of them
continue to be vague about precise criteria, standards. and evidence to Q

he used. In non-doctoral k vel institutions, where all academic affairs
are more likely to be do ninated by the administration, -even the
Procedure by which decisions are made is often unclear.

Perhaps the single faculty evaluation activity ost widely used is the
gathering of evidence through student evaluattah of instruction forms.
The use of these forms has become very popular over the past several
years, with many institutions using forms of their own devising. A
smaller number use professionally designed instruments available
through various national org.wizations ormstutions. It appears that in 4,
many institutions. however, little or nothing is done with the data
collected from these forms, The survey results suggest that,labout half
the institutions simply return the data to each individual instructor. It
is unclear what this practice! accomplishes. Other institutions use the
results heavily for personnel decision making on the grounds that this is
the only information available in the instructional 'area. A few

-adinin...,trators suggested that they use the student forms primarily, to
give the students a feeling of involvement and responsibility.

It abears that few institutions have taken a comprehensive approach
'to _developing a faculty evaluation program which begins with clearly
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stated purposes, and then provides a program likely to bring about
accomplishment of those purposes. Instead,_ current faculty_evaluation
activities seem more likely to have been designed in a piecemeal fashion
without a clear vision of either the purpose to be achieved or of the
components necessary for comprehensive program. Finally, in a great
many institutions faculty evaluation seems still to be a vague, unclear
'process, even to administrators most intimately involved._

-iisemences of Ctirrent Practices

The key issue in considering the consequences of faculty evaluation
14. seems to be whether or not current. practices achieve the purposes

ce.,red. A second is,ue concerns the effects which evaluation practices
have on theAnstitutions using them.

Do present practices achieve their objectives ?
The objectives of encouraging faculty development and improvement

and of making fair and appropriate personnel decisions should satisfy
almost all concerned. A glaring problem with present practices is that
°Sten there is little evidence that they effectively stimulate or,assist
with '"faculty development and improvement. This statement assumes
that the term faculty development and improvement refers to a set of
practices or activities which provide positive assistance for change and
improvement of the facility. While a small-number of Institutions in the
region do have organized practices of this kind, few are directly
associated with the results of evaluation. It seems fair to conclude that
defile chief purpose of evaluation Is the promotion of development and
improvement, then some link between objecti:es and practices would
be essential.

On the other hand, it is. clear that som( administrators rise the term
development and improvement to refer to the end results of a personnel,
decision making process that retains and rewards top performers and
terminates the remainder. There is some evidenCe that this purpose is
achieved in a number of institutions- primarily doctoral and master's
level- that have .1 systematk faculty evaluation program in operation.
However, as descilbed in more detail below, some institutions achieve
this result at consideraLie expense to institutional morale and perhaps
to Overall institutional effectiveness.

The findings of the survey and the case studies indicate a fairly
strong belief lmong adfmmstrators that sufficient data are being
generated -upon which to make personnel decisions. The problem is,
however, that when one looks into the data, grave weaknesses are
apparent. Casual comments by students and faculty members are relied
on very heavilya practice that appears to contribute to a, general
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distrust of evaluation systems. Few institutiims outside the doctoral
and master's level gather evidence on faculty perfon'u mr ce in systematic

,.ways, causing one to question the validity of the ultimatedeions.
Those institutions which ha'e comprehensive evaluation prow ms.
including systematic approaches to data gathering and judgment making
appear to arrive at fair and appropriate personnel decisions and achieve
general acceptance of the process by the institutional community..
Components of sonic of these programs are described more fully in

-Section 2. What are the effects of current practices?

The final question on the survey questionnaire asked the
respondents: Please descriiie briefly what you think have been the
major (good'or bad) consequences of your faculty evaluation program,
e.g., changes in faculty morale, in the instructional process, in the
quality ofifIteaching. Only slightly more than half of the institutions

,responded.. to this question and sixty-three others stated that such
assessment of their programs would be premature. The 388 responding
institutions listed 645 consequences, of which the "'good" out-
numbered the "bad" about four .to one. Judging-by the small number
of responses to this question and the vagueness of the responses
themseOes, it is clear that one of the greatest unknowns about faculty
evaluation is the effect it has upon the institution as a whole or upon
the faculty. "Good" effects which were reported by respondents, in
order of frequency, were improvement of teaching and/or counseling,
improvement of morale, improved faculty-administrative relations.
avoidance of inequities, involvement of students, improvement of
'acuity motivation, improvement of relations bettveen faculty and
students, and facilitation of admimAration. The Most frequently
reported "bad" effects were negame effect on imiale; ineffectiveness
of the evaluation system, faculty objections, and misuse by faculty. The
difficulty with these findings is that we are not sure which tylSe
evaluation programs have what effects.

An attempt %VW) made in the case studies to distinguish' the
consequences of faculty evaluation activities as they differ bettveen
institutions with informal approaches and institutions with more
systematic, comprehensive approaches. Institutions which have
informal, seemingly vague approaches to faculty evaluation tend to
have less faculty turnoter than those institutions with systematic
approaches and faculty personnel deci,ion, appear to he very difficult
to make and are usually put off until the last possible opportunity.
Satisfactory faculty oerformance semi, to he assumed in these
institutions, with per onnel action being taken primarily when major
adveim eireumstan«.s arise. 1 he criteria and standard, for promotion
are obscure, and many iiroinottons secm to be automatic when a certain
amount of time has passed. Salary titrea,e, rarely are given for merit,
but rather on an across-the-board basis. The decision making power in
these institutions tends to rest exclusitelv tt ith lilt _department
Tairinen and the academic deans.
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Institutions with. informal approaches usually encounter major
_problems when it becomes necessary to make a negative personnel
decision, especially if the faculty member involved wishes to contest
the decision. Often the institution has no criteria or standard's by which,
to define acceptable and unacceptable performance. Evidence .of a
faculty merfter's performance is usually acquired through informal
procedures or from sources which the institutionc-often-i.s unwilling tc
reveal. in addition, these procedures do not result in evidence which
permits formal comparisons because the approach has been so informal
and possibly different for each facultjnember. The institution is.likely
to have difficulty demonstrating that it has used fair procedures or
allowed for due process, especially if. the department chairman and
dean'Simply meet toggther and discuss each situation. The result often
seems to be that negative personnel decisions.are so unpleasant and

'fficult in these institutions that they. either are postponed to the last
possible moment or avoided altogether.

On the other, hand; there are those who find the congenial and,
collegial atmosphere of evaluation at these institutions more effective
and more likely to generate development and improvement. One
academic vice president of a master's, level institution which recently
adopted a systematic approach to evaluation would like to return to an
informal, collegial approach. He states his views asfollows:

I'd scrap the whole thing and go back to the days when
chairmen and deans talked in detail with faculty members
about performance, expectations, and processes for
improving performance; although our [current] process
would, I'm sure, pass muster in the eyes of today's academic
world. Indeed, I would postulate that it would be described
as exemplary. Nevertheless, I would opt for old-fashioned,
less stratified, less ritualized processes. I believe results would
be as good and trauma would be greatly lessened.

Visited institutions with systematic approaches to faculty evaluation
reported both positive and negative consequences. The major positive
consequence reported was that better personnel decisions are being
made, with the result that marginal faculty members are being
terminated sooner, strong faculty members are rewarded for their
strengths, and all are stimulated toward improved performance.
iNclministrators at'several doctoral level institutions reported that they
lt)elievc the overall quality of their faculty has improved, and that
faculty tenured before adoption of the present system perforin better
row than before. Concrete evidence for increased productivity in the
area of research and publications is availablg in some of these
institutions. Evidence for improved instruction usually is not available,
but many administrators have the general "feeling" that instruction has
i proved as well. Using the results of systematic evaluation to assist
it dividu al facu improve- -theirperformance or correct certain

istakes is unusual. however. Most often, faculty simply receive their
evaluation results each year and are left on their own to take what
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actions they wish. Conversations about performance usually must be
initiated by the fatuity member.

Additional positive consequences reported by administrators in
institutions with systematic evaluation programs are that the program
provides them a data base not only on which personnel desions can be
male, but also on which they can be justified, if need he, to courts
and/or governmental, agencies. ,Ndministrators"in large universities also
feel their programs provide additional information about the strengths
and weakrcesses of individual departments and programs which they
otherwise might not receive.

The major negative consequ -Le of systematic faculty eTaluation
programs revealed through the case studies was that of increased faculty

9 anxiety, lower faculty morale, and in several cases, complete faculty
rejection of the evaluation program. Realizing that (-valuation is by
nature threatening, sonic institutions have taken steps to minimize the
anxiety level and thereby to increase acceptance. Tire most successful
such step appears to he to increase the role 3)1 the faculty in operating
the evaluation program. In the programs with the lowest faculty
anxiety level, faculty have been involved in the design of the program,
in its formal adoption, at key levels in the process, and in the evaluation
of the program itself. More specific examples of the roles faculty play
in evaluation programs are given in Section 2.

Another practice which seems to lower the faculty anxiety level is to
have the evaluation program as open as possible. Otte institution had a
major problem, for eNample, when it kept th.) membership of one of
the faculty review committees secret. Not all institutions (vith
systematic approaches allow faculty access to all written information.
Institutions which do not allow access to all written materials provide
summaries of the materials, either in written or oral form. In no case
was it found that negative comments are kept from faculty, but in some
cases the name of the person making the comments is withheld.
Another institution which allows open access It) all materials has found
that the number of persons 0* (11101.011 and tenured has increased under
the current system, Several administrators pointed out that a major
problem in implementing a systematic evaluation program, which
requires written evaluations based on spe( ified criteria, standards, and
evidence. is getting department ( hairmen to do their jobs adequately.

It is dear that there are both positive and negative consequences to
both informal and systematic approaches to tattlity Vaillat1011. Neither
approach is likely to automatic ally hate only positive outcomes. -The
end result of a particular appioach dppears t.t) depend to a large okx tent
on how the program is adopted in the beginning and the extent of
faculty in olvement and responsibilth for program operations.
Section 3 will deal with strategies for initiating, developing, and
operating systematic fi,o ult.% 4%(aluation programs. Rut first, Section
will describe a framework for such programs.
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Components of a
Systematic Faculty
Evaluation. Piogram_

t was pointed out in Section 1 that two key characteristics of
current faculty evaluation practices are (I) that there is little evidence
that current practices achieve the objectives set for them, and (2) that
most evaluation practices are not organized into comprehensive pro-
grams. Analysis of Cie SREB case studies of faculty evaluation suggests
these two characteristics may he closely related. Institutional Lka !tition
programs appearing most nearly to achieve their summative and/or
formative objectives were those which had identified and fully
developed various components which make up a comprehensive
evaluation approach. In many institutions it seems that a large amount
of data is collected regarding faculty performance, with little
consideration given to why these data are being gathered and how they
will be used to achieve desired oblectives. In short,- few institutions have
approached faculty evaluation in a systematic and comprehensive way.
As a result, many, institutions carry out a number of isolated practices
Vith little overall impact.

One outcome of the SR EB study of current practices has been the
identification of components which make up a systematic approach to
faculty evaluation. As a result, we have developed a framework for a
systematic faculty evaluation program which will be presented in the
remainder of this section of the report. We hope this framework will
serve. both to clarify the concept of systematic faculty evaluation and
to provide guidelines institutions an use in developing programs of
their own: This framework is unt iided to offer an 'approach which
includes those components common TiTii11. ova uation programs as wolf
as one that allows institutions to design the details of each evaluation
component in accordance with thi it own individual needs and
circumstances.
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Four separate components of systematic faculty ealuation promms
were identified through-the ease studies: The four components;in-what
-appears the logical order for-development, are as-follows:

1. PurposeThe objectives, or desired outcomes, of the
evaluation program clearly stated can guide to further
development and operation fo,f the program.

2. AreasThe areas for evaluation are those function's or
attributes that are to be exaniiiied-in determining faculty
effectiveness. Traditionaliy,,the three main areas og faculty
activity have been assumed to be teaching,.research, and
service. However, additional areas have been identified.

3. ElementsThe three essential elements of any evaluation
program are criteria, standards, and evidence. Criteria are
specific measurable attainments subsumed under each
evaluation area Standards are the levels of attainment
which are exile. ,ed or defined for each criterion. Evidence
is data or information gathered as the basis for determining
performance levels for each criterion. Evidence also
includes the'methodology used in gathering the data.

4. ProceduresProcedures are the steps designated by a flow
chart or other device for examining and applying the
evidence to determine level of achievement _for each
criterion. Clear procedures are needed in making personnel
decisions and in providing assistance for development and
improvement, or for achieving objectives of the program.

Figure 1, shows these four 'components in graphic form.

The figure suggests an order in which ,the four components of a
faculty evaluation program may logically be developed by an
institution. While few institutions were found to have followed this
step-by-step process precisely, a larger number of institutions which
clearly have all four of these components as part of their faculty
evaluation programs NNas identified. In fact, it is undoubtedly true that
all faculty evaluation programs or at. tivities include parts of all four of
these components, although in some cases it may be difficult to locate
them all.

Examples drawn from the SREI3 case studies of current practices will
be used to describe these four components of faculty evaluation.
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1. .Purpose of Evaluation -1,`

The litergture of higher education generally confirms the SREB
survey finding that there are two main purposes of current facult.yr'
evaluation practices. 1.,) providing data for making fair and appropriate
personnel decisions, and (2) providing assistance or stimulation for
faculty development aid improvement. As pointed out in Section 1, 54
percent of the respondents to the SREI3 survey stated that the
formative purpose was the most important in their, institutions.
However, the results of the case studies of cut rent practices led to the
conclusion that the summatke function is more important in practice.

There seems little poillt in quibbling over which of these two
purposes shc Id be more important as institutions go about developing
sound, systematic faculty evaluation practices since a _good argument
might be made that both of these purposes are indispensable. Certainly
all institutions must make personnel &visions, and they ought to devise
a process by which those decisions can be made* a fair, equitable.
timely, and acceptable manner. By the same token, it is difficult to
imagine an institution that does not wish to provide assistance and
stimulation for faculty development and improvement. So it would
seem appropriate for institutions to consider both of fhese purposes
important--perhaps equally important. As pointed out earlier, some
institutions do indeed find it difficult to separate the summative and
formative purposes. Some institutions consider these two purposes to
be one. This is especially true in institutions where development and

1.t
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improvement are looked upon as applying to the faculty collective):
rather, than individually.

Table 1, in the preceding section, indicated importance attributed to
additional purposes of faculty o aluation that were listed on the survey
.queStionnaire.2rhe cat.egfries_prc2.04:;fiaA _instructor with diagnostic
infOrmation on teaching effectiveness and a basis for general faculty

-clekelopment and improvement are .>nfficiently similar that both can be
considered formative purposes. It was found in the case study
iriteryies, in. fact, that these tvio concepts often are used
interchangeably, by adininistrators and faculty. Table I also shows that
Abe- ptirposes entitled *assure equity of employment practices and
'research data are not considered significant in current practice. Assuring
equity of employment practices probably is considered subsumed under

..the summative function by most administrators. It appears, therefore,
,tliat the two categories of summative and formative purposes cover
rather completely the responses to the SREB survey.

An additional purpose of faculty evaluation programs identified
through the .case studies and noted earlier was that of facilitating the
management process. A number of institutions begin each academic
year by having each faculty member prepare a "distribution of effort"
,agreement with his or her department chairman, setting forth explicitly
the faculty member's responsibilities for the year. This agreement
specifies the evaluation areas and the criteria for that faculty member's

-eValtiation. This process provides a means for assuring that all
departmental responsibilities are covered, and for dividing_tlie N

load in accordance with the strengths and desires of individual faculty.
It alsO provides a process for individualizing evaluation. Each member is
evaluated on the basis of his ur her own responsibilities, rather than On
general expectations for all faculty. This pro-eedure allows faculty to
concentrate on different activities in different years. For example, in
some years the agreement may provide that a certain professor
concentrates on teaching a greater than average load, with an agreement
that he or she will not be expected to prepare publicatibns that year. In
this case,' that faculty member svould not,be evaluated on publications.

The purposes of faculty evaluation programs are sometimes stated
clearly, sometimes vaguely. Several examples of evaluation program
purposes taken from the institutions studied are listed below:

"The primary purpose of the annual perfornzance evaluation
of all, faculty is to promote individ it and institutional
self-improvement."

"Evaluation for promotion. tenure and termination has as its
sole purpose continually upgrading the quality and
performance of the faculty."

"The purpose of the present evaluation and management
system is to assist the faculty member in promoting student
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learning, and to reward each faculty member in proportion to
the:extent that he promotes such stident learning."

"The overall objective is to provide the fullest and fairest
posSible evaluation to insure:

a. that the faculty member has optimum assistancOcthelP
s-1 him realize his-maximum possible potential;

,b. that we are as fair as possible in'ex tending rewards, e.g.
merit increments, promotion, teniire

c. that, we Pe able to elimindte.,tilose who have failed to
remedy shortcomings of umajor moment in teaching,
reqearcii, and service."

.."Ti,ke.primdry goal is faculty development, the improvement
of eaching through feedback. There are secondary goals
involving the pay, promotion, and tenure process."

"The overall objective is to get the best possible professional
judgment made and to ensure that recommendation are not
capriFous or arbitrary."

<
"Qbjectives of our evaluation progratizs are:

a. To keep and maintain a history of the performance of
an individual throughout ins employment at . . College;

b. To identify superior performance and to identify
marginal or unsatisfactory performance;

c. To give recognition and motivation to those individuals
who are performing in cn outstanding manner."

It appears that clarifying purpose, objectives or expected outcomes,
and achieving institutional agreement on them, is the first step in
developing a faculty evaluation program. Taking this step provides the
foundation on which the program can be developed. Without taking
this step first, institutions are likely to have no dear guidance on what
procedures to adopt ana how those procedures should be used. The
way the purpose of the evaluation program is determined may be as
important as the substance of the decision itself. Without agreement on
the program's purpose by all affected constituencies, the likelihood of

its achievement is small. One possible explanation for the finding that
current practices do not generally achieve their formative purpose may
be that this purpose was stated after the program had been established,
and that the purpose was not agreed to or recognized by all

institutional constituencies.
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g: Areaa for Evaluatiori
i

_

. 1 ',Evaluation areas are those broad aspects of faculty functions or
attributes which are to be examined in deterniining a faculty member's
effeetiveness.. Traditionally, faculty activities have been referred to as
Itfailinj into three ariasteaching, research, and service. Table £3 shows

. the percentage of institutions which assigned certain ranks to various
'evaluation areas named in the survey questionnaire. Table 4 in
iSeCticat llave this same information by institutional type.

.4, ..".4:) , ' ;

v 1 Tablc,,8 . .
I . \

Rithking of Evaluation Areas for Faculty Evaluation

Evalutti
Area

Percentage of Institutions Assigning
Respective Ranking'

. .

1st .2nd (1st to 3rd) (4th to 6th) (7th to 9th)

2% 10% 30% 44% 11%

Orninistrative '
8 33 69 25 2

ividActivities ° 1 4 19 042 .' 20

--4nitrUctiondl r
96 3 99 0 0

.Peisonal ,..

Attributes 11 32 67 22 4

Publications 6 14 33 31 16

_,Public Service 2 6 22 33 24

Research 9 18 41 29 12

:Student-Advising 9 44 75 17 2

2Columns may total more than 100g
given rank to more than one choice.

because respondents v ere allosked to assign a

These tables sho
evaluation areas in
administrative active
atrributes. Doctoral m
and third, and student
Seldin (1975) in a survc
most important evaluat
advising, length of service
work ranked fifth in Seld
1963 survey (1967) shows

v. that for all institutions the foisir most important
current practice are instruction, student advising,
ties (including committee work), and personal

stitutions rank research and publications second
advising fourth. A similar ranking was found by
y of liberal arts colleges. Heiound that the four
ion areas were classroom teaching, student

in rank, and personal attributes. Committee
n's survey. Astir and Lee's report on their
the-same results as Seldin's. There is little
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mystery,_therefore, about what the major faculty activity areas are. It is
clear that differenCinstitutions have different ideas about which areas
are most important, and what weight should be assigned the various
areas.c:histitutions have different missions, and thus it is appropriate
that etch institution determine the importance of faculty activity areas
in accordance with institutional purposes.

The "distribution of effort" agreements described above provide a
means for weighting faculty activity areas in accordance with the
desires of the institution and also in accordance with the specific
responsibilities of each individual faculty n,einber. Faculty members
not having student advisees, for example, cannot be evaluated in the
advisement area even though, the institutioh may look upon that area as
an important faculty activity. It is important, therefore, to look upon
identification of evaluation areas as a decision to be made for the
institution as a whole, separately for units w;thin the institution, and
for -faculty members individually. This is particularly important for
large institutions which have faculty performing many diTferent sets of
activities. Several doctoral. level institutions which were studied allow
each department to establish as well as to set the weightings for the
areas to be evaluated. In another doctoral level institution the various
colleges have responsibility for establishing the evaluation areas and
weightings for their respective faculties.

In additidn to those stated in Tables -1 and 8, other -subjects of
evaluation used by institutions in the region include: academic training,
experience, length of service in rank, competing job offers, and
consultation.

3. Evaluation Elements

Determining the areas of faculty activ ity that are to be examined in
an evaluation program is not sufficient for _evaluating those areas.
Making a judgment about the level of performance of a faculty member
in a certain activity area requires that one also have (1) criteria on
which the area can be judged, (2) standards against which the extent or
degree of act.evement can be determined and (3) evidence on which to
base the determination of the standard or level of achievement. Criteria,
standards, and evidence are needed for each area to be evaluated.
Whether or not an institution can develop criteria, standards,. and
evidence for an evaluation area may help determine whether that area is
appropriate for evaluation.

(

Criteria.

Specific behaviors, features, measures or indicators to be examined
for each evaldation area are the criteria for evaluation. It vs as found in
the case studies that some institutions have difficulty generating
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appropriate criteria for e,Ich evaluation area, and thcksome generate so
many criteria that the system becomes unmanageable. One test for valid
and workable criteria is whether or not it is possible kg develop both
standard§aiktevidence for each.:

An example of one way, to begin the 17ceSs of developing criteria is
to ask the question, "What do we need to 'examine in order to
determine a faculty member's performance level in instruction?" Other
evaluation areas, such as student advising, committee work, research,
publication, etc., can be stibstituted for the word instruction. Answers
to the..above question can be generated' from var9ons institutional
constituencies and a common, acceptable core of criteria can result.
Clearly, there are no established complete sets of criteria.available for
tiSe,in various evaluation areas. Therefore it seeing'the best course for an
institution to follow is to develop itsown criteria by involving all
constituencies within the institution. This process seems most likely to
assure acceptance of the criteria, and later the success of the program.

Institutions studied use both (pi ntitative and qualitative criteria.
Some refer to their criteria is obj tive and subjective, rather than
quantitative and qualitative, but these two sets of terms seem to have
similar meanings. Most institutions use a combination of quantitative
and qualitative Lriteria, although some use a quantitative approach to
all criteria, standards and evidence. 4,

Examples of quantitative criteria for instruction used, by institutions
studied are the following: . 0

- enrollment tiends
number of students who become majors
number of students who withdraw

The following are examples of qualitative criteria for the-
instructional'area: , 4

extent of student learning
student understanding of course objectives
current and relevant syllabus and other course materials
performance of students in higher level courses
clarity of classroom presentations
success of students after graduation

Examples of combined quantitative and qualitative criteria in the
research and publication area are:

number of publications
quality of publications
number of research grants .,
citations in other publications
speaking or consulting invitations
author's reputation in the discip:ine

Some evaluation areas, such as that of personal attributes, may
present more difficult problems in developing criteria. Examples of
criteria that are used in this area by some institutions include the
following: loyalty to the institution, honesty, punctuality, and
neatness. The Areas of student advising and administrative activity also
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give difficUlty to some institutions. Examples of criteria used in the
student advising area are: student satisfaction. number of students
advised, number of students who change advisors, and numb or of
advisees who experience difficulties. In the area of administaive
activities, criteria include: ,number of committee or other administrative
assignments, effectiveness in committees, comphltion of administrative
work, and colleague satisfaction.

Another approach to develop* criteria for evaluating the area of
instruction has been proposed by Meeth (1976). his proposal on
work in another context, by Robert Thorndike, Meeth suggests three
categories of criteriaultimate, intermediate, and immediatethat can
be applied to teaching. Ultimate criteria are based on stu ent learning
gairts, iiltermediate criteria on the process or inethodoh of teaching,
and immediate criteria on the sense of the learning experience.

In this approach, immediate criteria are judged by student
satisfaction and the evidence used is primarily student ratings of
-instruction. Some 'examples of Nleeth's intermediate and ultimate
criteria are as follows:

n terms:didteTri t cria

Students were motivated to learn.
The structure of the learning experience was determined by
the goals of the experience.
The content was well ordered. comprehensive. and
Appropriate to the abilities cif the learners.

Rewards and sanctions were appropmilv to the goals of the

and appropriate to the goals-of the experien«.

and the abilities of the learners.

The mien Ls-learned what't he instructor was trying to teach

Niethodology was appropriate to the ,i,oal of thcr*xperience

Evaluation ( ritena. standards. and methodologies were clear

cognitive. affectne. and,aor ps%choinotor develop.

.

Ciiteria

learning experience. 6
Goals lrid; or outcomes were clearly specified.

ment
in rate and or absolutrAclue%entent

Students retained what ci7as learned.
'feather goals and or outcomes for the learriing exprience
we re met.
Stud/.nt goals ail d or outcomes' for the learning v;,,perwhee

were met.
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The learning experience related to other learning experiences
students` might have had (congruence, continuity, sequence):
prior learning was capitalized upon; learning incased in
other formal experiences-the -students had at the same time;
learning improved in the rest of a sequential s rtes the
students had afterward.
.Enrollment levels were sustained or increased' in subsequent

,:offerings of the learning'experience.
?..Vhatever the approach used to -develop criteria, the best

- recommendation probably still is for each institution to go through the
;brOcess for itself. On the other hand, there has been considerable
research into the reliability of various criteria, particularly in the area of
instruction. Institutions may wish to review this literature in advance to
help avoid possible mistakes. Centra (1976), Hildebrand, et. al. (1971),
and Smith (1977) are good places to begin.

Standards.

The reason for setting', standards in the evaluation process is so
perforrpance can be evaluated only against, stated expectations. Levels
of expectation ar, always present in evaluation situations, however they
often, are so vague that it is almost impossible to know what they are.
Faculty members 'continually use standards in assigning examination
and course grades. even though they rarely are stated publicly. By the
same fOken, standards are applied. when institutions make personnel
decisions even though those expectallons n* not be articulated.

°The term "standard" may be defined as any definite rule, principle
or measure to which something can be compared. hi the academic
world, when the. word s'tandard is used, it usually is assumed that
soinewhere there is a reference group or reference point to whijh a
per'son's performance is, compared. However, recent discussions have
dealt with two kinds of standards: norro-referenced and criterion-
referenced. When norm-referenced standards are used, a faculty
memberV.performance is compared against the performance of his or
her peers. When criterion-refer need standards are used, a facultty
member's performance is measured against pre-set levels. In the
framework the is being proposed here, it is necessary to have clear
standards of some type for each criterion. The use of both norm- and
criterion - referenced standards was found in the case studies.

Norm-referenced standards were found to be used in circumstances
where there are scarce resources to distribute, such .1s promotions,
tenure, and salary increases. In some institutions for example, only a
certain per.centage of,assistant professors may be pwinoted to associate
professors, or only a certaih percentage of the nourtenured fa'culty may
be granted tenure in a given year. In such circumstances, individual
faculty members' performances are compared to each Ayer, and only
those in a certain percentile are chosen. Norm-referenced standards also
are used when an institution finds 'itself in a retrenchment situation
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which makes it necessary to reduce faculty. Norm-referenced standards
might be compared to the practice of "grading on the curve."

Criterion-referenced standards are precisely set and stated in advance
of their application. ,Faculty performance is measured against these
pre-set standards without regard to how many faculty fall within, or
above, Or below the standards. Bost institutions studied claim to have
criterion-referenced rather than norm-referenced standards, but rarely
are these standards precisely stated. Terms, such as "outstanding,"
"satisfactory," "unsatisfactory," often are used with little drplanation.
" Criterion-referenced standards can be stated either qualitatively or
quantatively. Some institutions use a totally quantitative approach, not
only to setting standards, but also to defining criteria and evidence. an
approach recommended by Miller (1972). One institution has
developed a numerical rating system of 1 to 5 for all criteria. This
institution also gives a qualitative adjective and a short descriptive
explanation for each numerical rating, as follows:

Ratihg Quality Explanation
4

1 Poor The faculty member's performance is gen-
erally' unsatisfactory -or inadequate in this
area.

2 Fair The faculty member's perymance is not
entirely satisfactory and needs to he im-
proved. Improvement may come with experi-
ence, but increased effort may be needed.

This rating means the faculty member's
performance in this area is generally adequate
and definitely acceptable. It should be given
when a faculty member performs at a level
which corresponds with expectations for most
faculty members.

4 Very Good This rating should be given if the faculty
member is above average with respect to the
trait or standard. It should he given when a
faculty member demonstrates above average
talent and effort.
This rating should be given only in exception-
al cases. It should be given only when a
faculty -member demonstrates rare talent and
performance with respect to the area or
category. A rating of superior should be
supported with a staten,t documenting the
basis for the rating, giving concrete examples
or evidence, especially if more than 2 or 3
categories or items are assigned this rating.

3 Good

5 Outstanding
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Some feel that one problem with a quantitative approach to
standards is that much academic work cannot be quantified. Another
problem identifiedjs that average or composite scores are computed in
mcist, such systems and therefore one has to be able to accept the
assumption that all rated criteria are equally important. Moreover, the
same assumption is said to be applicable to the questions on various
forms, such as student and colleague evaluation forms, which are used.
If a composite or average score is to be computed and used, one must
-assume the argument goes, that all questions have the same weight.
These 'Esumptions sometimes are difficult to make.

Another institution- states that it makes both a "quantitative,
assessment and qualitative judgment of (each faculty member's)
activities. ..." The quantitative assessment is made by each faculty
member on an annual Academic Personnel Report. The qualitative
assessment is made by following a procedurPl. flow chart which this
institution uses. The qualitative assessment terms used at this
institution are "marginal," "professional," and "exceptional achieve-
ment." Some departments use a numerical ranking system of 1
to 5 in making the qualitative, judgments. The dean at this institution
has made the following statement regarding his understanding-of the
rankings of 1 to 5:

The mid-rating, or 3, on tri.th continuum seems the critical
one since it connotes a satisfactory level of performance. So
far as the Dean's office is concerned, this rating indicates that
during the past year one has clone reasonably well those
teaching, research, and service activities that he or she is
employed to do. This means that an occasional publication, a
satisfactory evaluation for teaching, and a not unusually
heavy service contributiononight very well characterize the 3
rating. Indeed, if these are the expectations of the position, it
is difficult to conceive of a slight departure from -,-that
expectation- warranting either a rating of excellence or
extreme marginality.

It is of interest to note that at this institution, nearly 90 percent of the
total faculty scored 3 or above.

Anotht r institution uses a numerical systt m for applying standards
for merit raises and also prop ides a desc rip ti% e ex p hi nation of each
rating. This example represents a combination of norm- and
criterion- referenced standards. Categories for merit raises are as follows:

Category IFaculty member doing a truly outstanding job in
all five (5) ;111'a This ,old be limited to a maximum of
2(Y; of your faculty unless you and the dean agree that there
are some unusual circumstances in your department.

Category IIFaculty member doing a good, above average.
meritorious job when judged against the standards of what is
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considered an ideal college professor. This category signifies
that ihe administration of the university is satisfied with the
Manner in which the faculty member is carrying out his/her
job. (11..o percentagemits on this category.)

Category I1 Faculty meml ing a less than adequate job
, and:needs to improve his/her performance. ThiS raise is used
to signify to the faculty member that he/she needs' to
improi,e his/her performance. (No percentage limits on this
category.)

Category IVFaculty member not performing the job
expected of the faculty. This category signifies a "zero" raise.
(No percentage limits on this category.)

Some institutions also state standards for each academic rank. These
standards may be stated quantitatively or qualitatively as well. Below
are two examples of stating standards qualitatively for each rank:

Example 1

Professor. To be *eligible for the rank of professor, a faculty
member must have a record of outstanding performance
normally involving both teaching and research or creativity or
performance in the arts, or recognized professional
contributions. As a general guideline, the faculty member is
expected to hold the earned doctOr's degree and to have at
least nine years of effective and relevant experience.

Associate Professor. To be eligible for the rank of associate
professor, a faculty member must have a good record of
effective performance over a probationary period of time
usually involving both teaching and research, or creativity or
performance in the arts, or recognized professional
contributions. He must pos-ess strong potential for further
development as a teacher and as a scholar. It is normally
expected that he vi!I hold the earned doctor's degree.

Assistant Professor To be eligible for the rank of assistant
professor, a faculty member must flossess strong potential for
development as a teacher and as a scholar. lle will normally
be expected to hold the earned doctor's degree or its
equivalent.

Instructor. To be eligible for the rank of instructor a facalty
member must normally hold the master's degree or bachelor's
degree plus substantial additional graduate studysuch as
evidence of having fulfilled the requirements for admission to
candidacy for the doctor's degree.
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ENample 2
_

Professor. A promotion to the rank of full professor is an-
indication that in the opinion of colleagues, this-inclMaial is
outstanding in teaching- and-linesearch or other creative
productivity and has earned national and perhaps inter-
nationaljecognition. It should be further stressed that this
rank is a recognition of attainment rather than of length of
service.

Associate Professor. The promotion to associate, professor
should be made only after an indication of ,continuous
improvement and 'contribution of the individual both in
teaching and research or other creative productivity.
Furthermore, the- indivi al should have earned some
regional recognition for cellence jri his field.

Assistant Profess . Appointment or promotion to the rank
of assistant pprofessor should be made when it has been
determine -'that the individual has a current capability for
good teathing, research and university service and a potential
for itnificant growth in thege areas, and the terminal degree
appropriate to his field.

Standards may be the most diricult element to develop and put into
effect at the institutional level since many institutions seem accustomed
to stating standard:: broadly, as in the two examples above. It is

_ important in this framework, however, that standards be stated for each
criterion in each area being evaluated. If standards for each criterion
cannot be stated or agreed upon, it may perhaps indicate an
inappropriate criterion.

Evidence.

Evidence is the information or data compiled for determining the
level of attainment for each criterion, This element also includes the
methodology &signed for collecting the evidence. Most institutions
have begun gathering various types of data on faculty performance,
although usually not in a consistent and mliable way, and often not
applied to specific criteria. .Many institutions seem to treat the
collection of evidence as if the accumulation of data alone constituted a
comprehensive faculty evaluation and development program. However,
in the framework presented her' the gathering of data must be seen as
simply one evaluation element which accomplishes little if not seen in
its appropriate context.

Once criteria and standards have been determined for each evaluation
area, the next step is to establish the evidence 'hat can be compiled to
judge the achievement of those criteria. As bei , an effective test of
whether specific criteria and standards are valid is whether or not it is
possible to compile -evidence or (I to for each. It is important that
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criteria and standardsi be determined first, and then evidence, because
evidence alone appears to have little usefulness.

The technique to be used for gathering evidence will depend 'lot only
on the criteria and standards but also on the purpose or objeptives of the
evaluation program. A variety of ways of compiling evidence was found
in the institutions studied. Tables 5, 6, and 7 in Section 1 show the /
evaluation techniques used by different types of institutions. Table 9

- gives a, summary of these sources and procedures according to the
puipose of the evaluation program.' -'

Table 9

Sources and Selected Uses of Information for Faculty Evaluation,
All Reporting ,Institutions

Percentage of Respondents Reporting Utilization

Source of
Information

Overall
Use

For Decisions
on Salary
Inca

For Decisions
on Promotion

and Tenure
For Faculty.
Improvement

Academic Dean
:), '%. P 90% 70'; 81% 81%

Alumni 18 7 1 4 14

Colleatmes i3 19 29 35

Department
(Unman 90 70,. S2 83

Faculty
'r Committee

xi oint Committee

39 )4 33 23

(faculty/student ) 10 ) 1 7

Peers (other
institutions) 9 1 6 4

President or
Pros ost 17 10 11 36

Self-Evaltiat um 56 23 33 51

Students 88 30 45 79

While these data shox% the importance of various evidence gathering
techniques, they dp not shoe the extent or use of the techniques for
different evaluation areas and criteria. Alter assessing this aspect of
evaluation in the case study institutions, we have concluded that
evidence, particularly as gathered In the area of instruction, is the
element in current I)ractitcs %%hich perhal2;: requires greatest attention,
Criteria and evidence for some of 11w other areas seem more easily
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developed and more readily accepted. Evidence related to criteriifsuch
as. number of publications, number of citatiors, enrollment trends,
number of advisees, and number 6f grants received, as the means for

-deternlinink performance level is largely self-evident. Evidence of a
MOre qualitative nature is more difficult to specify however.

It seems most appropriate for each institution to decide for itself
how best, to gather evidence in connection with the criteria and
standards that it has established.

A variety of approaches to compiling evidence was found in the
institutions studied.

Self-evaluation.
Table 9 shows that 56 percent of the institutions responding to the

survey report use of self evaluation as an information gathering
technique. Information from self-evaluations is used by 25 percent of
the institutions for decision's on salary increases, by 33 percent, for -
decisions on promotion and tenure, and by 51 pet.:ent for faculty
development and improvement. The data show that while only slightly
over half of the responding institutions use self-evaluation at a source of
information at all, this technique is more likely tie used for faculty
development and improvement purposes than for putposes of personnel

1; decisions..
- It was found in the case studies that most self-evaluations usually are

simply an annual listing or report of activities by each individual faculty
member. In this report the faculty member may list publications,
researth projects, committee work, courses taught, number of advisees,
and other relevant information, usually in a quantitative format. This
technique .appears to be used primarily, therefore, as a means of
providing quantitative data on faculty activity rather than as a
technique for judging quality.

On the other hand, in a few institutions studied, faculty members are
asked to write a self-evaluation report reflecting on their year's work,
sometimes using data from various sources employed by the institution.
The value of such reflective self-evaluations has not been established.
Ceara (1977) found little agreement between faculty self-evaluations
of teaching effectiveness and ratings by students, colleagues, and
administrators. Ile found discrepancies most notably m relation to
student-teacher interaction, where about one-third of the instructors
generally rated themselves considerably higher than did students.

While self - evaluations may not be leery reliable as sources of data for
making personnel decisions, they may be more useful for development
and improvement purposes. If faculty members are given non-
threatening opportunities for self-reflection, the process might be more
productive. Examples of such self-reflection are found in institutions
having fe.ulty development offices at which faculty members may seek
assistance without' the knowledge of administratike superiors. In sum,



self-evaluations . may be a legitimate technique for compiling some
quantitative data on'facultyactivities, but the subjectivity of evaluative,.

- judgments Must be recognted:

Student ratings.
The survey results indicate widespread use gf students as solaces d

information on faculty performance. Of the institutions,xesponding to
the survey, questionnaire 8S percent report using information from
students and 30 _percent of those institutions use Al* student
information for making decisions on saldry pet:cent for .-

decisio...,hs on promotion and tenure, and 79 per5ent for faculty
improvement and development. The non-doctoral level institutions use
student information more than doctoral level institutions, and two-
year .institutions are more likely than any other institutional type td
use students as sources of information.

Unfortunately, while we know a number of institutions collect
information from students, we do not know precisely how the
information is used. The case study resuits _indicate that a smaller
percentage of institutions than that reported above use systematic
student evaluation to provide comparative norms. A surprisingly large
percentage of institutions evidently use students in such an informal
way that the reliability, of informati'on gained is questionable. -

Among the institutions studied in depth, only one approaches
student ratings systematically and on an instii,ution-wide basis. At this
institution, comparat.ve norms and data are compiled, made available
and used for suinmative decision making. In, the major doctoral level,
institutions studied, student ratings are left to each department cr to
each college. The most common practn e in such institutions seems to
be for each department to design a- ! administer its own form and to
use the results at the depari.nenta, level, primarily for summative
purposes. Although the survey found ,i,dents most likely to he used as
sources of information in two-year institutions, few" of these

institutions were found to use student ratings in a systematic,
institution-wide manner.

While the use of stud nt ratings has become widespread, such ratings
also have beconie controversial. One probl:m appears to he that many
institutions treat student rating results as if they were a comprehensive
evaluation of instruction rat her than one means of gathering evidence
with regard to specific criteria. Student ratings certainly do not provide
all possibie evidence for all possible criteria in the instructional area. In
designing and using student rating forms, institutions may wish to keep
in mind that the only evidence one can obiam from students is that
which they have. Students should not he asked to provide ..vider
regarding a criterion about which they are unlikely to have informatio.i.

The use of student evaluation has created the need for readily
available and reliable forms. A number of organizations, including
Educational Testing Service, Kansas State University. and Purdue
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.University, market forins on a nationwide basis. Use of these forms
allows institutions- the advantage of not having to design their own
forrnund they provide national norms and data for comparative
purpases.' On the other hand, many institutions feel there may be
advantages to designing one's own instrument or at least adapting
others,to suit one's own purposei.,

There has been a,great deal of research into the validity of. the data
gained friim student ratings, of which institutions should be aware_
Centre, (1977) provides an excellent summary of much of this research.
He reported for example, that global questions which ask for an
assessment of the overall effectiveness of the teacher and the, course
Correlate more highly with course examination results than do
questions assessing more specific teaching characteristics. He suggests
that these global -tyke questions may be.. valid estimates of students'
academic achievement because such questions are not tied to a specifit
inftructional style..

With regard tb using studer ` ratings for summative ptfrposes, Centra
offers this concluding comment:

If student ratings are used in making personnel decisions,
there should be a sufficient and representative number of
students responding for each class and the forms should be
administered and collected in a prescribed and systematic
manner. In addition, global or overall ratings rather than
ratings of specific. practices or behaviors ought to be, used,
and ratings for several courses °vet. a period of time would
probably provide the best basis for making judgments. (pp.
98-99)

Another approach to using student ratings is to survey students who
have graduated. Many faculty seem to feel that judgments of alumni are
mbre reliable than those of enrolled students. The research summarized
by Centre showi, however, that ratings by alumni who have been out of
college for 5 to 10 years, compare favorably to current students' ratings
of the same instructors and'courses. Some institutions find that alumni
may be more appropriately used to provide, information on the
usefulness of certain programs or courses as preparation for various
.professions.

Colleague ratings

The survey results show that colleagues, either as individuals or .as
members of faculty committees, are used in various ways as sources of
evidence. Colleagues as individuals are reported used by -15 percent of
the responding institutions, and faculty committees by 39 percent.
Respondents in 19 percent of the institutions say they use individual
colleagues as sources of evidence for decisions on salary increases, 29
percent use them as sources for decisions on promotion, and tenure, and
35 percent for faculty development and improvement. Information
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from faculty committees is used by only 14 percent of the institutions
for decisions on salary increases, by 33 percent for decisions on
promotion and tenure, and by 23 percent for faculty development and
improvement.

Colleagues ace most likely to be sources ,of information in doctoral
level institutions and least likely in two-year-,,jnstitutions. For
summative purposes, 54 percent of the doctoral level institutions report
using, individual colleagues, and 37 percent report using faculty
committees as sources of evidence. Only 32 percent of the two-year
institutions use information froih individuals, and only 17 Orcen'e use
faculty committees. Colleagues probably are used more by doctoral
level institutions to judge the quality of research and publications. The
case study "results suggest that if one looks at instruction aloqe, the use
of colleagues,,as sources of evidence would be unusual in all institutions,
and perhaps most-unusual at the doctoral level.

. Perhaps the least usrd and least effective colleague ratings are those
derived from classroom visits to observe. teaching. Strong faculty
resistance to visitation was found in the institutions included in the ease
studies. Moreover, research at several institutions shows that colleague

-,ratings based primarily on observations of classroom performance are
not sufficiently reliable for making personnel decisions. Contra; for
example, found that such ratings are far less reliable than student
ratings, probably because one's colleagues tend t. ave a positive bias.

Colleague ratings of teaching materials, such reading lists
and examinations, may be more valuable than those based on classroom
visitations..A number .of institutions used collezigues in this way with
positive results. In one instituti,in it was found that simply requiring
colleague review of teaching materials caused them to begin to improve
dramatically.

When one moves c-om summative to forinatave evaluation, the use of
colleagues as sources of information may bf- more useful. If an

uinstitution uses cn ieagues in ,an informal situation to provide positive
feedback on'inst-ution, the element of threat maY Ingely disappear. If
resistance is reduced, colleagues may he able to provide supportive
suggestions and criticism of instructional practices.

Student Leuming Outcomes.

A number of writers hose ( 1976 ) and Meeth (1976), for
examkAconteno that cr.terion referenced measureMent of learning is
the ultimate standard of good teaching and that data on the extent of
learning is the only legitimate' evidence for determining instructional
,effectiveacss. floweeer. using evidence of student learning is uncommon
in the ,uth,:rn regiop Because, this approach requires one to look at
student behavior rather than the behavior of Ili, instru,:tor, a great
deal,ot resistance is*,:ieiferated. Faculty opposed to this approach argue
that if their eflectiven.:ss is to be judged. it is their own behavior that
should be observed. The agument for using student learning outcomes
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. \
as -.evidence that student success shoiid be the main criterion fox
judging teaching effectiveness. One cannot be judged an effective
:teacher, it is argued, unless significant student learning can be
identified,.

This approach to gatheni,,, evidence on instructional effectiveness is
mdst likely to be found in colleges or universities which have
Management by Objectives (MBO), behavioral or instructional
,ObjedtiVes, competency -based cthic,u1a, or a systems approach to
iftSttuction. Ern few of those institutions use this technique, but they
aie.the types ,ty 'which it most likely would apply. In more traditional

.ii,istitutions this technique can be found in the performing arts and in
, vOcationar- and technical programs. Two major doctoral level

bistituthans.visited use his approach excluSively in the performing arts,
3,0:,11 'evident success..

Clearly, measuring student learning outcomes emphasizes purpose
and impact. One community college in the region is moving toward an
institution-wide system of !`performance contracting'' in which facility
members "contract" withithe institution to produce a,certaip student
success rate. dften. a...third party determines-whether students have met
learning objectives.. Pre- and post-tests of student achievement are used
extensfitely. It is interesting to note that this college is deemphasjzing
the use of student-evaluation-of-Instruction forms as legitim'ate
measures of teaching erectiveness. Officials at this institution are
asking students to judge only those things they can judge, such as the
teacher's behavior rather than their own learning growth.

It appears difficult to dispute the point-that student learning is the'
purpose of the instructional process. The problem with using student
learning outcomes astfrevidence of teaching effeltiveness is that such
outcomes are not readily av ailablovvv hen "traditional teaching approaches
are used. lath newer approaches, such as individualized instruction,
competency-based instruction, and con tract learning, such outcomes
should be more visible.

Multiple Approaches.

hi 'summary, it seems clear that there are advantages :and
disadvantages to all approaches for gathering evidence in the\
instructional a*ea. Because none of the approaches to gathering
evidence appears to be entirely reliable, or most likely to achieve
acceptance among faculty, it probably is best to make use of a variety
of approaches. Attention will be given in the next section to the issue
of strategy to be used in developing an eaialuation program, but it. may
be wc" to note here, that one of the weaknesses of current evaluation
prac\tices is failure 6f faculty to accept the sources of evidence or
procedures for gathering it. No matter how valid the technique may be,
if it is instituted in a vvay that causes faculty resentment and resistance,
the evidence gathered w.II be suspe4. Student ratings, for example, are
easily influenced by what is said during the process of their



administration. If a resistant, unhapi* faculty is doing the
administering, student respOnses staiid to lose any possible validity.

Putting All The Elements Together

The three elements which are common to, evaluation programs
criteria, standards, And evidencehave been described. Figure 2 pro-
vides a hypothetical example of how an evaluation elements chart
Might look as an institution begins the process of developing the

-Figure 2

Example atan Evaluation Elernents Chart
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evaluation elements. This chart shows just two areas -instruction and
research-,-and_ mull be expanded to include other areas. The evalua-
tion elements chart may be developed orr an institution-wide basis
at smaller institutions, or on a divisional or departmental basis in larger
institutions. As discussed previously, it also is possible to have individ-
ualized evaluation plans for specific faculty members.

It has been suggested that. the most logical steps in developing these
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three elements is to.begin with criteria for each evaluation area, then to
develop standards for each criterion, and finallS, to assemble evidence
fOr applying each standarlo each criterion. One of the tests for
validity in this process is toe etermine whether or not it is possible to
complete each succeedingfitep. If it is not possible to agree upon
standards for a given critedn, it may be that the criterion should not
be.used. The same point:applies to the forth of evidence and techniques,

gatheting it.'

Procedures for Evaluating
After the purpose of the evaluation program has been established,

tLe areas of faculty activity to be evaluated agreed upon, and the -
elements of evaluationcriteria, standards, and evidencedeveloped,
the,next apms to establish a set of procedures to achieve the putpose.
These propedures, are a key component in the evaluation pr4oftam
'because it...nothing or little is done with all the, ,material ast*is
generated, then little can be expected to be accomplished.

A number of exemplary patterns of procedures were found Vii{

case studies. It was pointed out in Section 1 tharcire of 1
characteristics of current faculty evaluation practice is that procethires,
summative and _formative, are dominated by administrattorsjablb 10
summarizes the survey results on this subject.

=111
Table 10

Assignment of Princii.11 Evaluation Responsibilitilos Administrative
Decisions and for Facolty DevelopmeW., Number of Institutions

Source of Principal For Decisions on Salary,
Responsibility Promotion and Tenure

For Faculty
Development

AcadeMic Dean or
Vice President

Department Chairman
" Presiden't or Provost

,Faculf f Coinmittee
Students
Colleagues
Self
Peers (other institutions) '
Joint Student/

Faculty Grotip

e Alumni
Other
No Response

iTotal

-:

..

. 190
155
54\
36
10

6
2

2

i

, 0
3

77

4. 167
167

10
13

67
...!

9
21

2

1

4

3

72

536 536
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While there are a number of exceptions, it seems that many
institutions use unsystematic and informal procedures in making
evaluative judgments. Few instituttoneivolve the faculty at significant
points in the evaluation prOcess: The absence of significant facul
involvement may be one explanation for the lack of evidence tl
current practices achieve the formative objeetivtts set for them. The case
study results suggest that in many non-doctoral level institutions where
due process and fair procedure issues are not vocalized, procedures for.
making personnel decisions are :ague and will vary for different faculty .
For faculty development and improvement, procedures are even less
well-defined and articulated throughout aft types of institution::. The
dominant attitude seems to be that the fortnativ e arer, is an individual
responsibility, and that an institutional set of procedures or services
either is unnecessary or that no one knows what procedures would be
appropriate. The remainder of this section provides a description of
current approaches to developing procedures in the summative and
formative areas.

Stimulative Procedures.

Procedures for mabing summativ. judgments clearly are a necessity
at. all institutions. Ideally, stimulative procedures Should fulfill the
expectations and needs of both the institution and the Mai\ iduai faculty
member. The institution needs procedures (1) that hill separate the
superior, tl4e satisfactoryTrind the unsatisfactory performers: (2) that
will build an evaluation record about each. faculty member to satisfy
judicial and governmental requirements. (3) that will provide due
process and fair procedures; that w ill be acceptable to 'the total
institutional community, including the faculty: and (5) that will
allocate fairly and appropriately the scarce rewards the institution has
available. The individual faculty member 'needs summative pre edures

° that will, in addition to the above, (1) ensure that he or she is judged on
the basis 9,1* his or her particular responsibilities: (2) provide clear.
understandable, and communicated criteria. standards. and evidence:
(3) peovido for due process and an appeal procedure: ( I) invdve faculty
in the design and operation of the program. (5) ensure against arbitrary
end capricious decisions; and' (6) provide freque:ft feedback on
performance and expectations.

The case studies show that there are four kings ,of summative
decisions that can be mlade about fat (Ay. They are decisions invoking
(I) promotion. (2) tenure. (3) termination. find (4 ) ,merit salary in-
creases. Some institutions hive a multiple year et,niract sysiem rather
than tenure, but the procedures remain about the same. Of them four
possible decisions, only that 'moiling merit salary increases normally
occurs annually. Institutions having systematic faculty evaluation
programs often have fi separate procedure for making promotion and
tenure decisions, and another for merit salary increases. The latter
decisions can provide fat WIN' v ith continuous feedback and progress
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.reports, building a record that can be us d in promotion and tenure
,procedures later on. Termination can be tl e end result of the denial of
Promotion or tenure, or it may be .1 ndled through a separate
prAjedure, Typically, procedures for making promotion and tenure
decisions are more elaborate than those for tfpnual Salary decisions..

The first step in any procedure is Compiling the appropriate
-information into a dos. ier for each t.y member. This process
usually takes Place within each department d is the responsibility of
either .the department chairman or a dep tmental committee. 'The
doslier includes all evidence called for in _t1 e evaluation elements. In
addition, the candidate' probably will hay the rivilege of adding
additiohal information.

Once thd dossier is complete, the evaluation process begins. Figures 3
and 4 give two examples of procedural flow charts cturently being t.sed
at major doctoral level institutions in the SII.F.B region. Both charts
show procedures for making decisions on promotion and tenure.

Two principles .are eviclent in the systems illustrated by these charts.
-First, it is clear that both systems provide tor. multiple reviews and
independent judgments regarding the same :evidence. Second, both
provide significant faculty involvement in the judgment process. These

. principles seem to be effective in ensuring 'a high level of faculty
satisfaction with the evaluation program and with the program results.

In Figure 3, facult:, are involved primarily as members of "area
advisory committees." Members of these committees, which exist in
each of the, major areas of the institution, are appointed by the
president from nominations made by the faculty Senate. The
committees review the same material reviewed by the administrators
and make their own independent judgments. Faculty members also are
sometimes part of this system at the departmental level, and
occasionally at the deanship level. when either the department
chairman or the dean wishes outside consultation.

Figure shows that faculty are involved at the departmental, level,
but pr;arly as members of the "University Committee on Promotion
and Tenure." This is a committee consisting of 21 tenured professors,
15 elected by the faculty and 9 appointed by the president. It should
be of special-ink-lest to otr that this co----'ttes s;ts above all the
administrative officials except the president.

In both systems. one copy of the dossier goes through the entire
procedure. At each level, judgments are made in written form and
added to the dossier. Thus the dossier continues to build as it goes
along 'and. at each -step in the procedure. the persons making
recommendations see the onunendations that hat,e,, been made at
lower levels. Persons at these institutions feel that these pr "edures
mandate greater °by( titity and fairness than v ould a more informal
approach. The institution using the procedures in Figure 1 follows a
system whereby eia h department and school has its own evaluation
areas, criteria, standards. and evidence. Conseque1,t1. each of the
components must be a part of the dossiers and must be carefullz
examined by the committees and administrative officers.
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Smaller institutions would not have procedural flow charts as
elaborate as the two shown. The major difference in the smallei
institutions is that there usually are not as many administrators, Even
though this is the case, these insitutions still could follow the two
principles of multiple reviews of the same evidence and key
involvement of faculty. Selection of faculty review committees could
be made in smell institutions in a way s,milar to that in large
insitutions. z

_For annual performance review for merit salary increases, institutions
typically use a less elaborate procedure than for promotion and tenure.
The institution using the procedure in Figure 3, for example, follows a
process that stops at the dean's level in making decisions for annual
performance review. Separate copies of each department member's file

----- are -provided_ the _department chairman and dean, who review the files
independently and make separate judgments. Upon completion of these
independent judgments, the department chairman and the dean meet to
compare judgments and to resolve differences. If a successful resolution
cannot be made, the dean's judgment is final. The vice president is part
of the appeals procedure: Also, part of the annual performance review
is.a mandatory conference hetween the department chairman and the
faculty member, in which the faculty member is apprised of his or her
standing and strong and weak points. Faculty members without tenure
are apprised of the progress they are making toward tenure.

All the systems studied which have elaborate procedures include
appeal processes. These processes usually are limited, to questions of
proper procedure. rather than to substantive issues.' In public

institutions, such appeal opportunities usually are required by law.
Private institutions often feel pressure to follow due process procedures
as well. --

A final issue regarding summatIVe procedures is that of the openness
of files and the availability of information and evaluation results to the
individual faculty member. Table 11 gives responses to a survey
question regarding the availability of the results of evaluation to faculty
members.

The meaning of the findings in Table 11 remains unclear, even
though they may appear straight fom ard. The reason for this lack of
clarity is that respondents could eikher have understood the question to
ask whether or not the final decision was communicated to the faculty
member, or whether all information compiled in the decision making
process was made available. If the former is the meaning understood,
the high percentage of respondents reporting affirmatively comes as mg_
surprise. If the latter was understood as the meaning of the question.
however, the high percentage of affirmative responses is surprising
indeed in light of further study.

The case studies show that institutions requinng all recommenda-
tions and judgments 1w put in writing normally do not make the file
contents completely available to the faculty member concerned.
Usually. instead, the faculty member is.provided a summary of what
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'table 11

Availability of Results of Ev Iluation to Faculty Members

.,

ype of Institutionof. Institution
Number of Responding

tnstitutions ,

Percentage Reporting
Results Available

to Ttictilty

,,:filoctoral--- 70 80%

',;10ii.ster's
.,.

107 65

Bachelor's 150 95

!TwpYear: 209 98

totak 536 91

was said, without -being given the names of the persons making each
response. In some cases, faculty members are given access to the
contents of the files with the names of the evaluators deleted. In no case
where systematic evaluation practices are used are faculty entirely
denied access to the substam e of their files. Persons interviewed in
institutions seemed to fit I that ()pining files completely, including
association vof the named evaluators with what they said, would
Intimidate evaluator and minimize frankness in the evaluations. On the
other hand, some persons feel that permnis making ()b).( Use evaluations
should ht V. tiling to make their Judgments known to those whom they
are evaluating This issue. ( learly, is a difficult one for institutions and
may have to he dealt with on an 1110,1%1(1u:it bash.

There' is no doubt that du elaborate summmative pro( cdures des( rihed
here e.onstitute an enormous amount of work, require a great amount
of time, and sometimes prose buolensome thine involved. Is this
type of pro( edure worth it'' Conflu ling points of view were found on
this question in the t AM' ,ti.1.111.1 Ont. vice president fur acadenin affairs
who opposes elaborate pro( edures feels dui', the burden is not worth
the trouble and would prefer the morn informal, less pressured
atmosphere which t tiara( tithes institutions with informal evaluation
approaehil, I It think, fat ult and adm nustiators should spend their
time on more important duties

On the other hand, most administrators and faculty at the two
institutio.ms used as e \ ample, abose feel that the ads antairys of the
elaborate suineuttt'1 IWO( f'dllfo out weigh the disadsantages,
following are some of the adsaiitao., that were cited in_the t ase studies.



a. The criteria, standards and evidence needed for prqmotilin,
tenure and salary increases are known throughout the

. institution; because all know what is expected of them, the
.. procedures stimulate rigor at lower levels.

Ice Young, untenured professors seem to feel that the system
provides the "potential for equity." They feel protected
by the "elaborate procedures. They feel that it is nearly
impossible for anyone to "get'' anyone else.

.e. The,broad and significant faculty involvement in the
syseep gives faculty members a feeling of control over
their own'destiny,

d. The procedures provide for "structured conflict" in which
people are encouraged to look for weaknesses, to criticize,
and to find ways to do things better.

e. The procedures provide top adnniF.trators the means to
"keep up" with what i5 going on at all levels of the
institution. By reading all those dossiers, administrators
find out what departments are doing. what their plans.are,
what weaknesses exist, and so on. It provides structured
opportunities for administrators to meet with each other
and communicate.

f. The procedures .ire, seen as a 1ind of -"checks and
balances" syslem in that all institutio:ial perspectives and
constituencies are brought to bear on the same issue. Top
administrators than can balance the various interests and
points of view. thout the procedures, top administrators
do not necessarily know what these various and competing
perspectives are.

Finally, administrators at institutions using elaborate procedures for
summative purposes express the view point that these procedures have
the effect of stimulating and assisting faculty development and
improvement; in short, a formative, effect to a seumnative process. Not
only does the quality of th4f-tqtar.faculty improve (which is one
approach to formative evaleNt1.41,- but simply going through the
procedures causes faculty to do tiheir best. Knowing that what one does
is being observed carefully tit seviltal levels seems to have the effect of
causing one to perform better. In addition, these institutions find the
elaborate procedure brings about a constant s examination of the
evaluation program itself. Persons at various evaluation levels
continually qeson the appropriateness of the evaluation areas,
criteria, standards, and evidence available, and try to improve all the
components. The result is a Lontinuall} changing 'rather than static
evaluation program.
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Formative Procedures.

It seems paradoxical that a majority of administrators responding to
the survey cited faculty development and improvement as the primary
purpose of their faculty evaluation systemut that almost all existing
procedures have been established to facilitate summative personnel
decisions. There appear two chief reasons for the existence of ,so' few
examples of formative procedures. First, there is widespread feeling
among administrators that faculty development and improvement is a
personal and individual matter. It will, be recalled that 36 percent of the
respondents stated that simply providing faculty with information on
their own teaching effectiveness was the primary purpose of 'their
evaluation programs. Administrators at these institutions evidently feet

4 this practice brings about improvement, although there is little evidence
to support that supposition.

The second reason for the lack of established formative procedures
seems to be that there are few examples of what can be clone and few
new ideas are available. The two most successful apprOactes found are
the establishment of campus faculty development centers. or offices and
the use of growth contracts:

The work of campus, faculty development centers or offices in
Southern colleges and universities has been described in detail elsewhere
and need not be repeated here (Crow, Milton, Moornaw and O'Connell,
976). -While these centers are directly concerned with providing

assistance to faculty for development and improvement, they normally
are not related to formal faculty evaluation programs. Instead they are
available at the institution for those faculty who wish to receive such
assistance. Directors of these centers say they do not want to become
part of formal faculty evaluation because their services are best
provided in a non-threatening atmosphere. It is hoped that faculty
members, upon receiving the results of formal evaluation, go to the
centers for the assistance they need. Unfortunately, that does not
always seem to be the case. Perhaps there is a failure on some campuses
to communicate the services offered by campus centers. A procedure
that would encourage individual faculty td use the services of the
centers when they find, as a result of the evaluation program, that such
services are needed, would be useful. Moreover, it would seem to be
desirable to establish a direct link between evaluation and faculty
development Centers. An option that irtstitutions might consider is 'a
requirement that persons achieving a certain level in the evaluation
program have an interview with a staff member of the faculty
development center. These interviews could he confidential and not
part of future evaluation.

Perhaps the must successful formative procedwcs currently in use are
those that conic under the rubric of growth contracting. A growth
contract focuses on each individual faculty member, assisting each to
assess hi , or her own work and to develop plans and , tivities for
change and improvement. Formativi evaluation and the needs both of
the individual and the _institution are emphasized. The individual
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acuity .m-emi)e-fplays a prominent role in deciding what criteria,
. standards, evVence, and process are most appropriate and useful.
Ernphasis,is Olaced on a helping relationship rather than on summative

decision making.
In.the growth contract model, each individual works with a team of

two 'or more persons who assist the faculty member ;n assessing
strengths and weaknesses. Team members ,provide sUpportive

, oliiervations and helpful criticism. Thrcit'ghout the process, emphasis is
positive and constructive. Institutions using this approach seein to use
this:formative evaluation system periodically for all faculty members
andihave a separate suminative evaluation system that is used td make

personnel decisions. In a growth Contract institution the summative
'evaluation is neither so-intimidating nor so surplising as it normally is
because the faculty member is continuously involved in evaluation,
assessment, growth and development. The individual is awat'e of
strengths and weaknesses and ha, been striving constantly to improve.

At least one institution which uses the grow th contract appioach 'sees
it as providing a means of combining both summative and Aymative
evaluation procedures. Smith (1976) proposes that the grow lNontipct
should be used in this way. Smith and others involved nqfactilty
development activities .believe it is important that summative and
formative procedures not beseparated. It was found in the case study
interviews, however, that the- stress factor involved in summative
evaluation is very strong and appears to interfere-substantially with the
relationships that formative procedures require In addition to Smith,
cited above, further detail on thi use of growth contracts is available in
Mather (1975) and from Gordon CoPge (1977).

Other formative procedures currently in use appear to he quite
informal ih nature, sometimes no more than appointing-a senior faculty
member within a department to serve as a ( ounselor to your. faculty.
When this is the case there usually is attempt to se rate this
practice from the summative evaluation process. SUCCPS, seems to
depend greatly on the willingness of indmilual faculty to make use of
the available resource.
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action 3.

S ategies for
Im lementing Faculty
Ev uation Programs

NMINM11..

ection 2 described a framework that might be usea for ana!yzing
or developing a systematic faculty evaluation program. Altbough
faculty evaluation programs are best when tailored td suit the individual
institution it is the thesis of this report that there are common basic
components which all evaluation programs should contain to be
workable. "The framework Which contains four componenfg-
1) purposes, 2) evaluation areas, 3) evaluation elements, 3) procedures
can berilsed by any type institution analyze its evaluation goalseand
design a 'comprenensive approach that best fits its own circumstances,
style and traditions.

Vie have proposed that the most logical approaili to be used in
designingafaeulty evaluation program is to develop the four
components.in the sequential order in which they have been presented.
While this order may not be essential in all cases, we are certain that the
first step should be a clear and straight forward statement of purpose
and expected outcomes. This first step greatly influences development
of the remaining compiments and t:w ultimate test of a successful
faculty evaluation program is whether the program achieves its
purposes, The best planned faculty evaluittion-sy-stem-Ts-a failure if the
plan's objectives_are-not achieved.--

'addition to helping identify the essential componnts mid
characteristics of current faculty aluatu>u practices, our investigations
also yielded insights into various «militions and strategies w hil h seem
to have an impact on the success of an evaluation program.

1. The institution might choose to organize the evaluation program
around a central idea or specific program emphasis.

An analysis of the case stLidies led to the identification of several
possible emphases which a pr(4.,,am might choose as its organizing
focus. One such emphasis. successful in a number of major doctoral
level institutions and potentially su«'essful in Other settings as well, is
to develop complete pro( edures first of all. The concern for due process
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and fair procedure in these institutions seems to ,be greater than
concern for particular detail in criteria, tandards and evidence.

Another set of institutions has chosen to focus on a quantitative-
mathematical approach, requiring quantification of key iirogra
components. This approach is recommended in some of the lite ore
and ispracticed in a number of non-doctoral institute s where
evaluation emphasizes the quantification of criteria, andards, and
evidence, and deer.,phasizes thQ importance of elaborate procedures.
Elaborate procedures are thought to be unnecessary because judgments
are made by following a mathematical formula. This approach is said to
offer the advantage of precise communication of expectations for
rewards. It may be the best approach for institutions whgre a high
degree of o bjectivi ty_atirl_s pecifici ty_is__valued

Placing priMary emphasis on student learning outcomes is an
approach being considered by a few bachelor's level and two-year
colleges in the region. This approach can most likely be used by
institutions using instructional methodologies which call for clear
measurement of what students have learned. Such measur ent i-riTiearS

to be most possible when there is individualized ins ruction, a systems
approach to instruction, a eorripetelicyThased curriculum, performance=
based instructio and -the like, Using these measures for faculty
evaluation may not be possible in more traditional institutions where

expected student learning outcomes are not precisely stated or
..examined.

A number of institutions emphasize NIBO and use it as an organizing
rationale in developing their faculty evaluation programs. In this
approach, written behavioral objectives are developed for both criteria
and standards in the evaluation fra:nework.

2. Components and elements of a program should be designed to fit
the individual institutional context.

Institutions thinking of initiating new programs sometimes try to
gather all existing materials on similar institutional programs in order to
adopt those that have been successful elsewhere. The case studies
suggest, however, that while it is helpful to know how various practices
work in Lithet placvs, success appeuts most likely when each institution
develops program components for itself. Numerous evaluation forms
that probably work very well in some circumstances are available for
purchase on today's market. But it may be best not to start with the
assumption that they will work in all circumstances. The very process
of designing activities may be helpful in generating understanding and
support among the various institutional constituencies.

3. Program components and practices should be kept open and well
communicated throughout the institution.

One of the reasons some faculty evaluation programs fail is the
attempt to main tarn a degree of secrecy about certain program
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components or elements. Keeping secret the names of faculty members
who serve on evaluation committees, for example, seems to build
distrust among faculty. One procedure might be co hate a faculty body
choose the members of these committees and to publicize the names of
those chosen. It also seems best for the detaks oi the ealuation
components and elements to be openly and dencratit ally armed at,
adopted, and publicized throughout the institution.

4. Willingness to be incremental and flexible jitdevelopiiig the mgram
and its components is important._

In developin rograms, institutions sometimes wait u tUl
comps, ine and elements are totally and completely do, eloped before
eginning any implementation. This practice can result in a long and

tedious process, with implementation sometimes never taking place
because all components and elements of a faculty evaluation program
may never perfectly developed to everyone's satisfaction. The best
strategy to-follow, therefore, may be to start the program incrementally
and maintain a flexible stance toward its further development and
modification.

5. It is important that top administrative support and commitment be
assured. .

-Ole administration should be committed not only to having an
evaluation program, but also to doing what Is necessary to make it
work. There should be a willingness on the part of the administrant n to
expend a large amount of effort, i$ive the faculty a significant t oice In
program development and operation and pros itle resources for the
necessary evaluation components.

6.Ihe faculty needs to be intimately in oh ed in program design and
to play a significant role in prigrain operation

There is no doubt that faculty evaluation programs and practices can
be dictated from the top. but the case studies shots clearl, that such
dictation does not produce tvorhable programs that achieve the
purposes set for them. Insi,tutions operating systenutic faculty
evaluation prop-am, have-found that faculty p: of rohng
responsible role in evaluation. Nloreover, &nit{ y are more likely to
accept an evaluation program imd its results if they are ,ignificantl
involved in the process.

7. Orientation or training for those to be involved in program
operations will increase. the likelihood of a good beginning.

Serious evaluation roles are new responsibilities for many
administrators and faculty. Because so many are unprepared for these
new roles, it may be desirable to include role descriptions as part of the
program plan and to develop and conduct training sessions, on( e the
proper roles have been dcternuned and before the i)rogram Itself rti
implemented.
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